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WE’VE GOT 35 SHOTS
AT THE 2015 ECMAS IN
ST. JOHN’S THIS MONTH
C O V E R S TO R Y / PA G E 24
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EASTLINK EAST COAST
MUSIC WEEK 2015

EAST COAST MUSIC
AWARDS GALA
Thursday, April 9, 2015
Jack Byrne Arena in Torbay, NL
Hosted by Jonny Harris

IS COMING TO (THE) ROCK!

TICKETS ON SALE AT ECMA.COM
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ROCKET BAKERY & DELI
HAS AN EXCLUSIVE
LINE ON SAUSAGE FROM
RAYMONDS’ CHEFS
Maple, Italian, garlic, smoked kielbasa,
and spicy chorizo – these five sausage staples
are now available to go at Rocket Bakery
and Deli, and they’re made from 100% local
ingredients, courtesy of two chefs from the
globally renowned local restaurant, Raymonds.
(Peter Burt and Ross Larkin.)

NO MORE CARDIOLOGISTS AT ST.
CLARE’S; PLEASE TAKE YOUR
HEART ATTACKS ELSEWHERE
Eastern Health has decided to keep all their
cardiologists at the Health Science, and stop
sending them for routine shifts at St. Clare’s.
Chief of Cardiology Sean Connors says that it’s
not about budget cuts or a lack of staff, so much
as a shift in technology allowing cardiologists to
stick to a home base, and leave more matters
of the heart to internal medicine specialists at
St. Clare’s. The change will reportedly reduce
patient wait times, as patients who previously
had to wait forever to see a cardiologist can now
be seen to by non-cardiologist staff at St. Clare’s.
Downside: anyone having a heart attack or the
like in St. Clare’s will be re-directed
to the Health Science.

LOCAL MP BLAMES HIS
SEXUAL HARASSMENT ON
NEWFOUNDLAND CHARM
Eastern Newfoundland MP Scott
Andrews is the latest Canadian to
blame allegations of sexual misconduct on
something other than himself. In his case, he
famously blamed his “Jovial Newfoundland
friendliness.” There is, of course, no overlap
between jovial friendliness and making a
woman feel uncomfortable, so this is likely to
go down as the WTF comment of the year, and
another public display of why feminism exists.

PREMIER TALKING ABOUT
PRIVATIZING CERTAIN
GOVERNMENT SERVICES
A lull in provincial wealth seems to have the
government considering the perks of privatizing

ANDY WELLS COMES
OUT OF NOWHERE WITH
“YUPPIE BLING” COMMENT
The city is contemplating buying two electric
cars. Because they don’t need gas and require
less maintenance (cost savings!), and don’t
contribute to climate change (planet saving!). As
with any environmental initiative, an aging white
male politician (who likely doesn’t understand
the simple science of climate change) wants to
shoot it down. The only twist this time is who
that politician is: former St. John’s mayor (19972008) Andy Wells, who came out of nowhere
urging the city to reconsider. He called electric
cars “yuppie bling,” and “driveway jewelry for the
eco-affluent” citing ways he thinks electric
vehicles are impractical.

#585 Leather Lined in
Rustic Brown also
available in Rustic Black

Outfitters Adventure Gear 220 Water St
First Western Boutique 140 Water St
SoftMoc Avalon Mall 48 Kenmount Road
blundstone.ca

certain government services. “There’s many
aspects of government that very likely could
be delivered more efficiently and effectively …
by the public service.” Areas like long-term
care have came up in these conversations, with
the premier explaining how the private sector
already plays a significant role there.

JOHN FOGERTY AND LYNYRD
SKYNYRD TO HEADLINE SUMMER
FESTIVALS
As part of a year-long tour, John will headline
Salmon Fest, playing the songs of his former
band, Creedance Clearwater Revival. Lynard
Skynyrd will be headlining the Eastbound
Hoedown Summer Music Festival at Eastbound
Park in Avondale in August. These bookings are
part of Newfoundland’s rich history of favouring
artists popular before the turn of the century.

That’s all it takes.
Just one pair of Blundstone boots
will make you a fan for life.
No laces. All season.
Long wearing.
Go anywhere.
Spine and
joint sparing.
So comfortable
that – surprise!
You end up with two pairs.
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Our Tourism Industry is
Now a Billion Buck Industry

FARE-Y TALES

So You Wanna Be a Taxi Driver?

BY TERRI COLES

There are an estimated 500-

Tourism to and within
Newfoundland and Labrador
has come a long way in a
short period of time – it’s
officially a billion-dollar
industry in this province
now, providing a growing
number of jobs.

Minister of Justice and Public Safety, leaving
some wondering how the extra workload

600 Taxi drivers in St. John’s,

A few drivers have
weekly flat rates, but
the majority work

will affect his performance as the minister

and the industry is controlled

on a 50/50 split after

responsible for tourism.

by a small group of owners.

gasoline costs. Drivers keep their tips.

There is no organization representing the

driver pay 60 or 70 cents every kilometre a

But at the recent Hospitality Newfoundland &
Ladrabor conference, King said, “The intention
of combining the two departments was to
show the enhanced status of the hospitality
industry in Newfoundland and Labrador.”

The province is halfway into a 10-year tourism

It makes sense that the industry wants

strategy, called Uncommon Potential, on track

to know they can keep up their positive

to meet its goals. “This year [tourism-related]

momentum. Last year nearly 500,000 non-

spending will top $1.1 billion in Newfoundland

residents visited the province, an increase

and Labrador” Premier Paul Davis told a

of two percent from 2013, and of course,

crowd of tourism industry professionals at the

residents travel within Newfoundland and

annual Hospitality Newfoundland and Labrador

Labrador as well.

conference and trade show in Gander this
winter. That’s up from $878 billion in 2010,

But challenges do remain. The number of

when the Uncommon Potential plan was

non-residents who visited the province by

launched with the ambitious goal of doubling

vehicle decreased by 7.5 percent in 2014

the province’s annual tourism revenue by 2020.

compared to the previous year, for example.
And Marine Atlantic saw a decrease in

It was also recently announced that the

passenger movements (in both directions)

province’s four destination-management

of 6.9 percent. At the conference, sponsor

organizations will undertake their three-year

Marine Atlantic launched a discount on travel

tourism development plans with the help of

on the Argentia ferry – passengers who book

$817,000 from the federal government.

by March 25 would save 30 percent on the
regular vehicle and passenger rates.

However, despite the undeniable progress
made in tourism in the province in recent

Tourism operators, DMOs, and other industry

years, and funding announcements like the

professionals traded tips and shared concerns

one for the four DMOs, tourism operators have

at the three-day conference, held in Gander.

concerns about recent structural changes in

Awards were presented at the Wednesday

the Newfoundland and Labrador government

luncheon to the Wooden Boat Museum of

and the cooling provincial economy.

Newfoundland and Labrador and O’Brien’s

interests of the Taxi Industry. Responsibility
for administering it falls under the same

Some taxi stands may demand that the
driver puts on the speedometer. If you are
dispatched a long distance for a fare and it

City Department that inspects your building

is not there, you must still pay up. There is

joists and plumbing. Driver pay is based on

a continuous need for taxi drivers due to a

performance. No salary. No minimum wage.

high turnover; there is no written knowledge

There is no better example of piecework

test required (the City dropped that many

that can be found. Work the hours and

years ago). You do need to obtain a

make the money. Got the flu or pneumonia

certificate of conduct from the RNC. The taxi

… too bad. The industry pushes drivers to

owner may provide minimum training and

work long difficult hours for pay. It is a cash

away you go. It’s low paying, long hours,

business. You are not covered for any benefit

and at times dangerous. But I would go so

packages that other industries have. Work

far as to say that a majority of taxi drivers

or don’t get paid.

enjoy their work. I do.

spring International
Food & Craft Expo
Featuring Local and International Food &
Crafts representing many countries
TOMOBOLO FOOD AND CRAFT FAIR

Saturday, April 25
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Lion’s Club Chalet, St. John’s
ST. JOHN’S FARMERS’
MARKET LOCATION

Whale and Boat Tours, source of a video of
Last year the provincial government merged

two whales breeching that made its way

the departments of Innovation, Business and

around online last summer.

Rural Development and Tourism,

Upcoming 2015 Fall International Food and Craft Expo (IFCE)
CBS IFCE - Sunday, Oct. 18, at Royal Canadian Legion Kelligrews

Culture and Recreation, a change

Joe O’Brien of O’Brien’s called for

St. John’s IFCE - Sunday, Nov. 8, at Holiday Inn, St. John’s

that was of concern to some in

ongoing cooperation between not

Paradise IFCE- Sunday, Nov. 22, at Paradise Community Centre

the tourism industry. And as of

just tourism operators in the province

March, Darin King Minister of

but also the tourism industry and the

Business, Tourism, Culture and

provincial government, saying “If we

Rural Development, is now also

don’t partner, we don’t prosper.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Call (709) 722-8103 • Email zharuna@warp.nfld.net

ADMISSION
BY DONATION
All proceeds go to
local charities.
GREAT DOOR
PRIZES!
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If People Tend to Like the
NDP’s Values, Then Why Don’t
They Receive More Votes?
Drew Brown Tackles the Complicated Question
This is a pretty loaded question. In all honesty,
it would probably require at least thirty pages
and a research grant to give a satisfying
answer. If you're an Honours student in MUN
Poli Sci looking for a thesis topic, feel free
to take this idea and run with it, because
we're long overdue for a proper study. In the
meantime, here are a few thoughts to
get us started.
A LESS FUNNY RHINO PARTY
October 2011 was a pretty jovial time for the
NDP – not exactly “Scott Andrews grope-y
jovial,” but a happy time nonetheless. Despite
being robbed of Official Opposition status
thanks to our joke of an electoral system, they
were at the top of their game. “Moderates”
like Dale Kirby and George Murphy made the
NDP look like a sensible alternative to Kevin
Aylward's Liberal trainwreck. The provincial
party could still tap into the legacy of Jack
Layton (Peace Be Upon Him) as a rallying point
for local progressives.
Fast forward a few years and it's like someone
dropped an atom bomb. The party split down
the middle because the leader was stubborn
and the caucus insurrectionists couldn't be
arsed to organize a proper coup. The party
leadership would rather sink the vessel than
rock the boat, and other lifelong reformers
jumped ship in droves rather than put the work
in to try and turn things around.
Christ, guys. I've seen episodes of Hoarders
where things were better organized.
That the NDP is an institutional joke goes
without saying. They aren't unique in this –
the Liberals and the Tories are also basically
held together by a bargain-bin führerprinzip
– but they're exceptionally amateurish in a
province where politics is characterized by
amateurishness. The seed of an Efford/Grimes

explosion lies at the centre of every political
party in the province; God knows there was
enough backroom cloak-and-dagger in the
latest Liberal and Tory leaderships to set
the whole works up in flames. But they also
collectively had enough sense to keep from
airing their dirty laundry to the local media.
Against this basic instinct of political selfpreservation, Lorraine Michael's first response
to a caucus revolt was to offer David Cochrane
an exclusive interview. Even Pope Benedict
XVI had the sense to resign without inviting a
camera crew into the Curia.

accountants and project managers. Whether
they come in red or blue is secondary, and
mostly depends on which party currently
appears to be more fucked up than the other.
Plus, let's be honest: partisanship is a tribal
identity, like the religion you're born into or
the sports team you root for. More of us come
by and stick with these loyalties because it's
a family or community tradition than through
rational reflection. Compared to the Liberals
and the Tories, the NDP have pretty shallow
historical roots.
They also don't offer a compelling political
alternative to the status quo. I'm not saying
there is no alternative – sad as it is, my entire
life is staked on the hypothesis that there
must be a better way – but the provincial New
Democrats don't offer it. They generally tend
toward mushy welfare-state policies that
haven't been in vogue since the early 1970s
and they pitch it with rhetoric as stale as the
song rotation on K-Rock.

The party has no institutional memory of
success. Few of the people working in the
party have ever gotten a taste of victory. There
is little clear sense of what works and what
doesn't, which makes it hard to both attract
good candidates and give them the support
they need to run a winning campaign. How
many people haven't voted NDP just because
a candidate never knocked on their door and
actually asked them? It's hard to win when you
only know how to lose.

Worse, every attempt to “modernize” the NDP
has been interpreted as a call to move the party
to some nebulous place called “the centre,”
making it functionally indistinguishable from
the Liberals. Or, at least, the “socially conscious
progressive party” that the Liberals (and even
the local Tories) imagine themselves to be. In
this case, you have to ask why we'd even need
a third party at all.

TWO'S COMPANY, THREE'S A CROWD

Newfoundlanders and
Labradorians have a
gambling mentality about
politics. We like to bet on the
winner. We like to get a seat at
the table. We like to have someone “on the
government side,” because we understand
(and accept) that infrastructure and other
patronage is handed out by the good graces
of The Party in the person of our MHA. This
is not an endorsement. It's the reality of the
situation.

Most of us believe the business of government
is (or should be) business. There's some
quibbling over how much social support is
necessary to keep that business going, but
there's no dispute about the ultimate end.
Healthcare and education spending is justified
by how much more or less productive (ie.
profitable) it makes citizens; employment
insurance keeps money flowing to make sure
the economic wheel stays greased in hard
times more than out of any human concern.
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians generally
aren't looking for grand romantic visions of
the Great Society from our politicians, and
heaven forbid any social service is set up in
our backyard. We just want a good set of

THINGS COST MONEY

Money works the same way. Businesses and
other donors like to give their money to the
winning team for largely the same reason.
When a government is riding high – or an
opposition party is poised to take office –
money will flow into the appropriate coffers.
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The Liberals, for instance, are close to paying
off their debts, and I would bet the Tories are
going to go into a similar-sized hole if and
when they try to wage a full campaign in a
doomed election.
It's pretty unhealthy to have all this corporate
cash bankrolling the province's political
process; he who pays the piper calls the
tune. But the NDP are in a bind because of
their reliance on union donations. Union
money makes up the majority of the Dipper
war chest, but labour can't come close to
matching the uncapped corporate wealth
flowing into the other parties. It's all well and
good for the NDP to be the political wing of
labour in the province, but without getting
unlimited private donations they will never
beat the political wing(s) of business at their
own game.
At the federal level – ironically, thanks to the
Conservatives – contributions are capped
and campaigns are largely powered through
smaller, grassroots donations. If the NDP
really believes its claim to be “speaking
about the issues that matter,” then getting
a large number of small donations from
ordinary people shouldn't be a problem. They
should easily outpace whatever the Liberals
and Tories could scrape up once corporate
donations were capped. Cutting off the
unlimited flow of union cash would no doubt
hamper the NDP in the short term, but given
that they're guaranteed to be on the margins
for the next decade, this is probably
the best time to dig in and lay the
groundwork for long-term gains. It's
either that, or keep tilting at windmills
for another forty years.
AND IT GOES ON LIKE THIS
I could keep going, but like I said, it's
pretty hard to give a satisfactory explanation
as to why the NL NDP haven't elected more
than five MHAs in the half-century they've
been operating here, especially in the
space of a print column. I don't have all the
answers and I am not paid enough to look
for them. This is a job for an enterprising
young political scientist or similar such
nerd. But hopefully this is at least some
food for thought. From what I've seen, half
the party's battle is acknowledging that
there's a problem.
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Underground Voices
stories from the sex trade in st. john’s
BY KERRI CULL

Inside Kendra’s
Red House
The chandeliers caught my
attention right away. Large,
ornate, shiny, unexpected.

and women
who work
in sensual
massage
parlours,

Kendra's
Red House is the
exception. The clean,
safe, supportive,
respectful
exception.

on the street,
as dancers, or

Courtesy
of Kijiji

the new fifty shades movie with her and

Services You
Maybe Didn’t
Know Existed
Right Here in
St. John’s

women need not reply. Remember, just a

as independents out of
hotels or their homes. This is the exception.

For a brief and hard-hitting

The hardwood floors were

The clean, safe, supportive, respectful

gleaming. The house itself solid,

exception.

old, and rich with stories and

Kendra tries to run the house the best way

country’s leading, search-by-

history. Smells of lemon and

she can, and she’ll admit, while not perfect,

city buy & sell website. Here

coffee permeated the entrance.
A large wooden brochure holder, once full
of advertisements for whale watching,
local restaurants, and Signal Hill, empty of
suggestions for things to do.
After getting buzzed in, I had to take off my
shoes, and leave them on the mat so not to
drag salt and snow throughout the house.
Elaborate floor and crown mouldings line the
floors and high ceilings. A narrow stairwell
runs through the middle of the house
connecting three floors and eight rooms,
each with its own bathroom and shower. Each
room has towels, a massage table, candles
and warm light.
Two women, wrapped in silk robes, are
relaxing in the living room. One is drinking a
Tim’s coffee and the other is texting her child’s
babysitter. I am there to take Kendra out to
supper and chat about the state of things.
Over supper we discuss Bill C-36, her history,
the house, the clients, the pros and cons of
being in the business, and more.
While Kendra’s Red House is spotless, the air
is sweet, and the workers seem happy, this is
not necessarily the norm for the majority of
sex workers, and by sex workers I mean men

there are rules and guidelines created with

Must be half decent to talk with and have
a full set of teeth/dentures. Man hungry
movie...nothing else, even if you beg!”
CYCLIST SEEKING CYCLISTS TO
CROSS THE COUNTRY WITH HIM
LIKE THERE’S NOTHING TO IT
Here’s the entirety of the message,
stated casually, like it ain’t no thang to
meet someone on Signal Hill, shake
hands, and bicycle across the friggen
country together. Why not. Really. Why
not? “I’m looking for fellow cyclists to

look no further than the

cross the country with me.”

are a few perhaps surprising

mind. Sometimes they have a bouncer, they

services at your disposal in

always have a code to protect them when

St. John’s.

final say as to who they want to see. It is rare

cover the cost of the movie and snacks.

look at humanity, one need

the safety and protection of the workers in

they’re with a client, and they always have the

her girlfriends. I won't go with a buddy. I'll

DEFY THE IRONY OF A “SOCIAL
ANXIETY SUPPORT GROUP”
It’s an important support group that likely
works, and we all hope it does. But the
irony, c’mon, it’s worth acknowledging: a
group, composed of strangers, for people
who don’t like groups of strangers. “ ...

that a client even attempts to rough up these

NON-SEXUAL CUDDLING SERVICE

Talk, share, learn, grow, and overcome

There exists a place called the Cuddlery –

women in the rooms, and if a client seems

social anxiety.”

you can pay to be cuddled. Don’t pretend

even remotely sketchy, he’s told to leave.

you don’t want to be cuddled. They are

IF YOUR FRIENDS

seeking part-time cuddler. They pay well.
Say what you want about the type of work

ARE TOO PRICKISH

They provide training. Here’s the post:

some do to pay their bills, but leave the actual

TO TEACH YOU A

“Do you believe you are an amazing

workers out of it. The truth is, no one knows

GAME OF CARDS

cuddler? We offer flexible hours, 32-80$

Ever wanted to get in

the real reasons. For some, it’s a divorce

per hour. Training offered. We are cuddle

on a game of crib with

plan and the money they make offers a much

therapists who are providing well-being,

your pals, but didn’t know how to

needed and desired whiff of independence.

affection, and support through cuddles

play ... and were too afraid to ask, or

Some consider it a smart and fruitful way

(no sexual activities, or nudity).

else, you asked them to teach you and

to pay for their dream vacation or tuition.

were called a bloody moron for needing

Others need it to pay for childcare, groceries,

KARATE FOR INACTIVE ADULTS

instruction? Were you laughed out of the

gas, and hockey skates for their kids. The

Wanna go from couch potato to Chuck

room? Well, one man in town got your

point is, if we are to judge these people or

Norris this year? Here’s the post for you:

back. “CAN YOU LEARN TO PLAY BRIDGE

the business in which they work, we need

“Introducing 'EASY DOES IT' classes in

IN A DAY? YES YOU CAN! Come & See -

to just as harshly judge the system that

KARATE for inactive adults in a controlled

You’ll be confidently playing hands

quite possibly gives them no other choice,

environment, according to interest and

before the day is over.”

the clients that avail of the services, and the

ability. Monday afternoons (4:15-5:15) at

politics that promote harmful stigma.

St David's Church on Elizabeth Avenue."

Kerri Cull is writing a book about the sex industry
in St. John’s and she’s seeking people to tell
their stories. If you have something to share
– the good, the bad, the beautiful, the ugly –
email kerrijanewriter@gmail.com. Anonymous
contributions welcomed and respected.

GRAB A GUILTY

Here’s a very sparely described promise

PLEASURE MOVIE BUDDY

of fun in the entertainment section.“

Are you desperate to see Fifty Shades of

You want Fifty Shades of Grey? Let's

Grey too? “My wife won't let me go watch

Get Your Party Started.”

LOOKING FOR A PROBABLY
CREEPY NIGHT OF SURPRISE?
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

One Word for Snow
My teenage daughter likes
staying up late and sleeping-

mastered

I DID ONCE KILL
AND SUCCESSFULLY
HIDE THE BODY OF
THIS CREEPY DUDE
WHO TOOK MY
SPOT.

the art
of skidding

in, so she takes snow-days as

my vehicle directly

certain proof of a creator.

sideways into a pocket, inches bigger
than the car itself, which I’d carved in the
towering snow banks created by the plows.

My wife, who is from Nova Scotia, hates our
winter weather and points to it as evidence of
her otherwise unsupportable contention that
the climate here is markedly worse than it is
across the Gulf in the Scottish Province. Like
it’s the Riviera of the Maritimes over there.
In the same way the climate in the South of
France is ideal for humans, Newfoundland’s
is the sweet spot for dogs. My dog is the
product of the unholy Gear Street congress
of some burly Lab and a Bearded Collie and
is really only comfortable outdoors after it
has snowed. She gleefully rolls in the white

Gerry Rogers
M H A , S T. J O H N ’ S C E N T R E

stuff until it is time to snooze in a deep drift.
In the old days, living downtown among
the busted and free, one didn’t feel obliged
to accompany their mutt on their rounds.

ZuZu Luxe
Cosmetics

We’re listening

Now the ever looming lovers of rules mean
you’ve no choice but to bundle up and take
Rover round the block. The ice underfoot,
slippery as lard, ever in anticipation of going
arse over tea-kettle, makes it the kind

10% OFF

of sphincter-tingling experience usually
reserved for young men in the theatre.

UNTIL
APRIL 30

There is a lovely myth that the Inuit have
something like fifty different words for snow.
I know that townies have a number of

And I did once kill and successfully hide the
body of this creepy dude who took my spot.
But while its ceaseless accumulation
is a cause of unpatriotic thoughts there
are benefits. Shoveling out the driveway
invariably leads to conversation with the
neighbours, chins pitched on the knitted
gloves atop the handle. It makes for
community.
St. John’s Parks become Currier and Ives
with a touch of frosting. Pippy Park, with
its skiing and sledding is a virtual Nordic
fantasia, healthful enough to make one
dizzy. The snow sets off the rolling stands of
conifers so that for a brief interval you really
can see the forest for the trees up there.
The snow at once quiets and brightens the
town. It mutes the squawks and beeps and
sirens (the frequency of which in St. John’s
is unknown in New York or Paris). It reflects
the street lighting and even the moon to
illuminate our longest nights.
But by April there is need of spring and dry
socks and for all its lucent wonder when we
see the snow still falling, however faintly,
there is only one word that comes to mind.

phrases for it including, “Take me now, Jesus”
and “Your father is going to have a heart-

Made with clean,
all natural ingredients

attack out there” and “I can’t cope, I can’t” and
“Newfoundland, why?” In the downtown, with

Available in a range of
sophisticated and fresh colours
Certified Gluten-Free, Vegan,
and Cruelty-Free

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254

its on-street parking you sometimes hear
snow described as “if missus takes my place
709-729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca
Gerry Rogers MHA St. John’s Centre
GerryRogersMHA

again I swear I’m gonna murder ‘er.”
When I lived on The Higher Levels in a
house on “The Fresh” without a driveway I

One way to claim your spot in St. John's

Food & Drink
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Five
Brothers
Artisan
Cheese
Look for Five
Brothers Cheese
this month at The
Savour Food and
Wine Festival

Local Couple
Building Both a
Business and an
Industry
BY EMILY DEMING

From visions of a Europeanstyle “cheese rolling”
festival adapted for Signal
Hill, to the daily realities
of a small business, Five
Brothers Artisan Cheese
dreams large but works
batch by batch.
When Adam Blanchard moved home to
Newfoundland in 2010, he saw momentum

building in the local food culture, but no local

about his manners, he called back and invited Julia

whey released during the pressing process may be

cultured dairy. Proving his true entrepreneurship,

to stop by and talk cheese. She showed up, he put

used as pig feed, completing a circle of local food

he learned a new science, honed his craft, made

on a pot of coffee, and … three and a half years

sustainability. (In my dreams, these two initiatives

contacts and built not just a business but, since

later they have a brand new production facility, a

cross-pollinate and someday I will drink cheese-

Five Brothers is the first licensed artisan cheese

daughter, and a work plan that will be making St

infused beer left over from the “washing” process).

maker in Newfoundland, a new industry and

John’s 400 kilos per week richer in fresh cheese.

Long term, if they expand their facilities with

audience. He did this with an adamant good nature,

controlled rooms for the introduction of molds etc,

devotion to his product and, according to him, lots

As of today: You can buy their fresh, locally

and lots of help (“everyone who has bought cheese

sourced and produced artisan cheddar, cheese

or helped us make cheese”). He is currently helped

curds and queso fresco in St John’s at Belbin’s,

Eventually sweeping the nation?: Nicole

most by his business partners, Julia Bannister and

Bidgoods, Food for Thought, Real Food Market,

Hawco (a Five Brothers employee), with her

Dave Collins (Dave worked with Central Dairies,

and Rocket Bakery. Or try it at many local

background in food technology, has worked

and set up their first cheese production plant on the

restaurants using it in their recipes, including

with the team to develop protocols and logs

island in 2011).

Aqua, The Club, Bacalao, Chinched, Celtic Hearth,

to ensure compliance in all aspects of record

The Delta, JAG, Greensleeves, The Holiday Inn,

keeping and traceability needed for their current

Magnum & Steins, Quintana’s, Relish, and Oppidan.

provincial licensing and inspections. With no

In 2011, Julia Bannister was working as a
professional fromagère at a Whole Foods Market

we may see more varieties.

other established artisanal cheese houses in the

in Ontario. She was good enough at what she loved

In the future: Five Brothers is working with

province to ask for guidance and advice, this is

that she was about to get a promotion that would,

Atlantic Grocery Distributors Ltd to bring their

a serious accomplishment. To cross provincial

ironically, take her away from the thing that she

cheeses to the rest of the island. They are also

borders, will take federal licensing. But it may

loved (cheese!) and put her behind a desk. About

partnering with more local businesses in St

all be worthwhile to,

that time, on a visit home to Newfoundland, she

John’s to both expand their product range and to

someday, see that wheel of

made a cold call to introduce herself to the new

leverage their waste. In this vein we may soon see

Avalon Cheddar roll down

cheese maker in town. Adam, seeing an unknown

a “beer washed cheddar” courtesy of a project in

Signal Hill and feed cheese

Ontario number interrupting his golf game, may

development with YellowBelly’s Brewer.

lovers from the Atlantic to

not have been overly warm. Later, feeling bad

Partnering with local farmers could mean that the

the Mainland.
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WOOL SOCKS.
A CUPPA TEA.
NEWFOUNDLAND CHOCOLATE.
WIN
10 GRAND
Towards Your

Kickstart Your
Grand Idea!
Dreamjob or Launch
Your Career to New Heights
The Overcast’s Albedo Grant is available for entrepreneurs, organizations,

or artists. The idea was initially conceived by The Overcast and Dean MacDonald
— our original $5,000 sponsor. For 2015, Chris O’Dea Realty and lawyer John
O’Dea have partnered up to double the pot to $10,000.

Made here. Loved everywhere.

Are you sitting on the best idea for a new store on Water Street? An App that will
solve all the city’s issues? Do you think you know the food truck we really need
here? Are you a director at a non profit whose life would get drastically easier with
a one-time purchase of something you can’t afford? As a cultural paper, we know all
about a bank turning you down for doing something atypical or risky – i.e exciting,
bold, and visionary. Now we’re here to help you leap over your financial barriers. The
Albedo grant exists to give you the money you need to launch a business or take your
operation to new heights.

Apply Now
Informal applications are fine. Simply send us a 1 to 2 page pitch of your
grand idea, and why you’re the person to make it happen. And don’t claim a
two-page pitch is too short — a short pitch forces you to be convincing, not
winded. Be impressive, there’ll only be one winner. Email The Overcast at:
submissions@theovercast.ca DEADLINE: APRIL 10TH, 2015

THIS ALBEDO GRANT IS A COMPETITION: DRAGON’S DEN STYLE
The Overcast’s staff will select the top 5-6 submissions. These top 5-6 people will get
an in-person pitch to Dean, John, and Chris for their money. These pitches will be
filmed so people on the web can weigh in on who they want to win, while they take a
week to think it over. The winner will be announced as our May issue cover story.

LAST CALL! APPLY BY APRIL 10TH!

ANNA TEMPLETON CENTRE
FOR CRAFT, ART & DESIGN
278 Duckworth Street, St. John’s

It’s time for

Summer Camp!
Early Bird Savings
Register by April 30th
and Save 10% !

Drama
Textiles
Accessories
Cartooning
Sculpture
Creative camps for ages 3 - 17
Sewing
Drawing
Full & half day options
Painting
lunchtime supervision provided
Masks & Puppets
Stories & Bookmaking
...and more!

Call us at 739-7623
or see our website for
details and to register!

w w w. a n n a t e m p l e t o n c e n t re . c o m
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SEASONAL RECIPES WITH A LOCAL TWIST BY MELANY OTIS & ELISABETH LUTHER

FINE FOOD FACTORY
HOST A MEMORABLE EVENT!
Exquisite Food with
Creative Presentation, Private
& Corporate Catering
     finefoodfactory.ca

HOMEMADE HEARTS

Spring Mussels
on a Shell
This is the perfect appetizer for a
springtime cocktail party. These
flavourful mussels are served
with a fruit salsa drizzled with
white balsamic vinegar and served
on their shells for an easy and
refreshing bite. You can find local
mussels at your favourite
fish store.

Read more
about O'Leva Oils
and Vinegars at
their website,
oleva.ca

HEALTHY RECIPES EACH WEEK!
Original Creations with Stunning
Food Photography, Quick Meal Ideas
& Cooking Tips
homemadehearts.ca           

YIELD: 24 hors d’oeuvres

white balsamic

PREP TIME: 20 minutes

vinegar* (or

and place them in a medium bowl. Allow to

COOK TIME: 8 minutes

regular white

cool and remove mussels from their shell,

Lactose-free, gluten-free, nut-free.

balsamic vinegar)

one at a time. Mix cucumber, strawberries,

¼ teaspoon sea salt

mango, basil, white balsamic vinegar, salt

½ teaspoon black pepper

and pepper with mussels. Refrigerate for

INGREDIENTS
1 shallot, finely chopped

chowder. Remove mussels from their shells

about 30 minutes. Clean about 24 half-shells

1 tablespoon olive oil

PREPARATION

and garnish them with the mussel and fruit

½ cup white wine (optional)

In a large saucepan, cook shallots in olive

mixture. Place on a serving dish and serve

1 pound mussels, cleaned

oil on medium heat until soft. Add wine and

cold. *Can be bought at O’Leva

½ cup cucumber, finely diced

bring to a boil. Place mussels in saucepan.

½ cup strawberries, finely diced

Cover and cook for about five minutes,

Elisabeth Luther is a food photographer and

¼ cup mango, finely diced

stirring frequently until mussels are open.

the author of the popular food blog Homemade

¼ cup basil leaves, finely chopped

Drain mussels and keep cooking liquid for

Hearts. Melany Otis is the owner of the award-

3 tablespoons cranberry and pear

another use, such as risotto or seafood

winning cateringcompany Fine Food Factory.

thanks you for another great year!
It’s our

7th Anniversary!
PI PIZZA

7 Days of
specials begin
April 22nd!

On Your Side.
Fighting For You.
Dale Kirby, MHA

LEAVE YOUR OWN LOCAL
RESTAURANT REVIEWS ON OUR
LOCAL DINING DIRECTORY
Adelaide Oyster House Love the food.
But the noise level – holy cow – it stops
me from going back. - WINANNE

St. John’s North
@dalegkirby

709-729-6921 ○ dalekirby@gov.nl.ca

Mohamad Ali's Quick and flavourful.
Loved it! Friendly staff and delicious food
full of flavour, all for take-out prices.
Coming back ASAP. - S
theovercast.ca/restaurants
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NICK RYAN’S

“Golden Mile” St. John’s Drink Run
If there is one thing to take
away from the film The World's
End (besides the fact that your
city is secretly made up of
robots), it's the brilliant
"Golden Mile" pub crawl.
It has inspired a trend in many cities
throughout Europe & North America,
which have adapted their own versions of
the Golden Mile. The idea is to give each city
a permanent crawl for locals or tourists to
attempt, if they are ever in the mood to see
some of the best bars in the city.
The rules are simple: Pick a beautiful city.
List the bars with the most character on a
specific route. Attempt to drink one pint at
each location. (Keep in mind you don't actually
have to drink one pint at each bar. Most people
can't do this, all people shouldn't do this.
However, we're not going to begin factoring
logic into the equation.)
Here is the OFFICIAL Golden Mile list
for St. John's, in order:
THE SHIP
If you can't handle beginning with a pint,
try Lyndsey's Caesar. The best since Julius,
garnished with a pickle.
NAUTICAL NELLIES
Having trouble finishing the second pint?
Start reading the portraits around this place
explaining how many ships have been lost
near places you swim.
THE BLACK SHEEP
In Russia it would be called "The White Crow."
However, in Russia you also wouldn't be
allowed to go.
ERIN'S PUB
Lots to drink and nothing
to eat. Can't get more Irish
than that. But seriously, best
traditional music in the city.

ROSE & THISTLE
If you fall over, see how many flags
you can name on the ceiling.
THE DUKE
You can actually order a Storm and see an
old lonesome Ship Captain say "storm's a
brewin," then look away in longing.
YELLOW BELLY
Drinking Game: Upon your first sip, make
up a quality the delicious brew possesses.
See if anybody agrees. "You can really tell
the rhubarb was picked in Botwood."
REPUBLIC
There is good reason this one lasted
more than six seasons.
O'REILLY'S
Considered the #1 bar in Canada. Mascot
looks exactly like Luigi. Can't go wrong.
CHRISTIAN'S
There is nothing better on earth than seeing
people dancing by the JukeBox while you sit,
knowing that you put some coin in to have
Martha, by Tom Waits, interrupt them.
Martha Bomb.
BONUS ROUND!
Georgestown Pub for Saturday
Night Karaoke!
Outside it's Mos Eisley. Inside it's Apollo
Theatre. The regulars put the "Bar" in
Barbershop Quartet. I walked in once to
hear an old man beautifully sing an opera
piece, followed by Britney Spears.

The official "Golden Mile" in
St. John's will begin on April 18,
4:00 PM at the Ship. Remember, you
shouldn't feel like you need to drink at
each bar. You're only living in a province
built upon the strength, courage, and
determination of a people that have
survived against all odds for centuries.
No pressure, don't feel like you have a
legacy to live up to.
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Fight for your Right to Build a
Neighbourhood: Hard Fought Battle
for Georgestown Café and Bookshelf
Finds Victory in Court BY MEGHAN MCCABE
Frankenstein may have had
an easier time bringing life to
his creation than Stephanie
Stoker has had bringing
life to an empty corner of
Georgestown in St. John’s.

(as mirrored by the
municipal plan which
was created through
feedback from the
public as well),” says Stoker, a “townie”
who feels “some have even called me a
mainlander without regard for others”
over the course of this battle.

“When we started working on this idea,
we had an inkling that there may be
some resistance. We did not go into this
thinking it would be easy – but no, we did
not think it would go to Supreme Court.
Who would?” says Stoker.

In mid-March, Stoker’s little café-thatcould won, a year after she first applied
for it. The court ruled in favour of the
city, so the café can forge ahead and
McNaughton and Wallack say they accept
the court’s decision, even if they don’t
agree with it.

Seriously, who would? But Stoker’s plan
to put a new café at 73 Hayward Avenue
across from Georgestown Bakery, where
God’s Great Bagels come from, was
met with intense opposition from one
neighbourhood couple. Georgestown
Café and Bookshelf would require four
parking spots under city bylaws, but the
city approved the proposal knowing there
was only one. The city was satisfied with
Stoker’s submission that most customers
would come by foot – shocking as that
may be in this driving-dominant city – and
that people would be able to find enough
parking nearby.

The ruling is a big moment in the
progression of the city, moving towards
more livable neighbourhoods where you
can easily access the things you need – as
per Envision, the city’s municipal plan
Stoker mentioned. And it’s not just old St.
John’s either, people in Kenmount Terrace
– that sprawling suburbia of new homes
and nothing else – have been crying
out for the services they say they were
promised, and the city is now starting to
deliver. Hopefully a better public transit
system to go along with such progression
away from car-culture is next.

But a couple living nearby, Janet
McNaughton and Michael Wallack, were
not so satisfied with Stoker’s submission.
They say more visitors, more traffic, and
more cars will mean more headaches for
people in the neighbourhood, and that it
became an issue of principle, of the city
ignoring its own bylaws. So the couple
took the city to the Supreme Court.
“We feel that, regardless of some
rumours, we did respond to the
neighbourhood and what they were
telling us – that they wanted a less
car-dependent community and culture

Stoker says she and her family are happy
to build something in their neighbourhood
for the future of their kids and community
– and hopes others are encouraged to
do the same. “I have the old maps, the
stories, and have done the research – our
neighbourhood was the first subdivision
built in the early 1900s. It was filled with
homes, shops, candy stores, barbers,
garages, factories, and more. What we are
doing is not new, or unheard of – we are
not the first to open a small business in
Georgestown that services those who live
there, and I hope we will not be the last.”
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Tragically Hip to Hit the Island
as Part of a Themed Tour in Celebration
of Their 1992 Album, Fully Completely

BY ERIN POWER

the band is now on tour across Canada and
the United States. The “Fully and Completely

Living legends in the
Canadian music tapestry,
The Tragically Hip, have been
a mainstay on the national
music scene for over thirty
years and their ability to
share stories of the Canadian
experience is second to none.
Bill Barilko, a Canadian hockey player who spent
his entire professional career with the Toronto
Maple Leafs and who, in 1951, scored the
winning goal against the Montreal Canadians
(securing for the Leafs the Stanley Cup) went
missing that same year upon returning from
a fishing trip in a single-engine plane. Eleven
years later, in 1962, the plane was recovered and
the bodies were retrieved and, in that same year,
the Leafs won the Cup once again.
This story was immortalized in “Fifty Mission
Cap,” a track off The Tragically Hip’s third fulllength album, Fully Completely, released in
1992. The album was a huge hit with Canadian
audiences and was certified diamond, having
sold over one million copies. The album
spawned the creation of “Another Roadside
Attraction,” a now defunct touring festival
created by the Hip to support their own
music and to promote other Canadian acts

Hit in a Jiffy: Nick Ryan’s Gag
RPM Album Was a Hit “Right
Away” with Local Cab Company
& the Public Alike BY CHAD PELLEY

Tour” is headed to St. John’s on April 8th and the
band will take the stage at Mile One to a sold
out crowd. Many in the audience will fondly
remember the original launch of the album that
produced well loved favourites like “Fifty Mission
Cap,” “At the Hundredth Meridian,” and “Wheat
Kings” but new ears may be unfamiliar with
the back story and intimate details of some of
Canada’s most well loved songs. “Wheat Kings”
for example, echoes the horrific experience
of David Milgaard, a Winnipeg man who was
wrongfully convicted of the rape and murder of
Gail Miller. He was jailed for twenty years and it
was only through the fierce advocacy efforts of
Joyce Milgaard, David’s mother, that Milgaard
was eventually released on April 16,1992.
“Locked in the Trunk of a Car” is said to have
been written from the perspective of former
Quebec Deputy Premier and Minister of
Labour, Pierre LaPorte, who was kidnapped
and assassinated by the Front de
la Liberations du Quebec (FLQ).
Yet, while The Tragically Hip have long been
recognized for their sublimely crafted music
and story telling, it is the visceral experience of
watching the band perform that has made them
a must-see for audiences for over thirty years.
Exciting, expressive and improvisational, there
is no doubt that the upcoming show on April 8,
will delight audiences fully and completely.

Nick Ryan’s fabulous 2014
folk album, Prose & Cons,
was a finalist for our
Borealis Music Prize in
2014. But for the 2015 RPM
Challenge, the folk musician
put his hat on backwards
and busted out something
both fun and impressive as
“Cabillac” with his album,
$trictly for my $kipper$.

album photo,” he says. “The next day their
boss called me back and he thought the
record was hilarious. Soon enough the
famous dispatcher was picking me up,
having me fitted for clothes that they could
have Cabillac printed on. The highlight for
me was when the dispatcher said I nailed
his voice, and some of his family thought
so too.” He’s seen the texts from dispatch’s
family. “Really nice guys, I love that they
embraced the joke so much.”
But the biggest surprise for Ryan is that
local radio stations have spun Cadillac
tracks. “I was out for drinks with friends

Ryan re-wrote the lyrics to 10 classic

when I heard CBC was playing some of the

old-school hip hop songs from the point of

tracks. From online comments, to people

view of a Jiffy Cab driver (and most songs

trying to actually buy it (please don't), to

feature a spoof of the notorious dispatch

getting over 4000 listens in a few weeks.

guy). It’s a joke album sure, but legit, totally

It's just all hilarious.”

witty, and he clearly had a blast. This
project is applaudable for the consistently

The Overcast received some of the

solid lyrical re-writes, which was no easy

comments he alludes to. Every Friday

feat – there are a lot of words in a hip hop

in March, we posted 5 Editor’s Picks for

song, and every line has to be bang on for

albums produced in February as part of

parody, and they are. Even on the one song

the RPM Challenge. The comment thread

that’s a non-sense stretch (The Fugees

below Cabillac’s album offers him women,

“Killing Me Softly” rewritten as “Jiffing Me

party invites, and even this. “cabylac [sic]

Softly.” That track features “Jiffy Elliot”

my boiiiiiiiiii come out to sirens after danite

instead of real life rapper Missy Elliot in the

ill buy yer first dance get her to dance to

place of Lauren Hill.) The bad-ass standout

yer beats some fuckkked maybe rap a bit

on the album might be Dr. Dre’s “Still DRE”

for the bachelorrrrrrr.”

rewrite as “Still C.A.B.” about how Jiffy’s got
way more “cab cred” than the other fools

Cabillac’s re-write of “Ghetto Superstar”

showcased at the festival.

in town. Two more highlights: Notorious

as “Taxi Superstar” features MCP …

B.I.G’s “Hypnotize” as “Tipnotize,” and “The

which is Colleen Power, who also did a

This past November, twenty-two years later,

Humpty Dance” as “The Jiffy Dance.”

hip hop RPM, and they did cameos on

and eventually international acts that were

the Hip released a remastered deluxe edition of
Fully Completely which included two previously
unreleased tracks from the original recording
sessions, as well as a 1992 live recording
from Toronto’s infamous Horseshoe Tavern.
To commemorate and celebrate the release,

each other’s albums. Don’t be surprised
Even more fun than the album is how much

if your next Jiffy cabbie is playing this

Jiffy itself got behind Nick’s new persona

album, and representing their new hip

as Cabillac. “I initially called asking if I could

hop homeboy, straight outta Rabbittown.

have permission to have their logo in my

City Wide don’t know shit.
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Nine not to Miss
Damian Lethbridge Singles Out a Few 2015 RPM Albums

EVERY FEBRUARY,
MORE THAN 100
LOCALS RECORD AN
ALBUM AS PART OF
THE INTERNATIONAL
RPM CHALLENGE

DONE DREAMIN’

LITTLE JACK

ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH

got a single,

Bad Bass Ackwards

Jeff Cook

Sleepy

“A Frightened

I love records that defy you to keep listening.

Little Jack is a collection of tracks Jeff wrote

Since first hearing this record in early March

Rabbit Let Loose

Like a great Captain Beefheart or Pere Ubu

and recorded with just guitar, vocals and some

I’ve become hopelessly addicted to its catchy

in a Church Basement,” which is guaranteed

album, Done Dreamin’ throws it down from

fancy electronic drum programming. Despite

melodies and fuzzed out, jangly guitar hooks.

to burrow into your mind and spread at an

the start as if to say “I dare you to keep

the minimalistic approach his songs are mind-

One of my personal favorites of the 2015

exponential rate. Do yourself a favour a

listening. Go ahead, just turn me off. I know

blowing. Blending alt-rock sensibilities with

crop, it’s an all around solid album with

download this album from Pat’s Bandcamp

I’m too cool for you”. Weird synths that go

proggy arrangements, this is a compelling

regard to original song-writing, musicianship

page, then check out his 16 other incredible

from sounding like air raid sirens to an alien

listen from start to finish. Jeff’s vocals are

and production quality. Daniel Greene (AKA

records and discover why he’s one of the most

abduction soundtrack, off kilter drums, and

spot on and his song-writing is impeccable.

Sleepy) combines elements of indie pop and

original and vital musicians around.

half-rapped, half-shouted vocals permeate

To hear Jeff with a full band, check out Make

alt-rock to create songs that embody the

these songs. Meanwhile tracks like “What’s A

Mean Everything.

spirit of bands like Starlight Mints, Guided By

USED TO MOOSE

Voices and Built to Spill, plus his vocals bear a

This is Terrible

Po Boy to Do” and “Bass Lament” delve into
some demented, acoustic blues that sound

OH LOOK, IT’S RAINING AGAIN

striking resemblance to Doug Martsch, front-

Forget everything you thought you knew

like a cross of Muddy Waters meets Jandek.

Jeff Foran

man of the latter. There are no throw-aways

about music, This is Terrible are doing their

Two years ago Jeff caught my attention with

here, every track is a stand-out.

own thing and taking us all along for the

SONG SPLINTERS (THE WOODYARD)

his bicycle themed RPM debut. He followed it

Black Molly

up this year with a record equally as inventive

RABBIT PARALLEL MIRACLES

as entertaining as it is challenging, and Used

With five days left in February, Black Molly

but more based around song as opposed to

Sad Tax

to Moose is no exception. The demented

found herself stranded in The Woodyard,

experimentation. Diversity is the theme as

No RPM Challenge would be complete

elevator-music of opener “Elephant in the

Yellowknife due to airline delays. While

Jeff performs an alliterative rap through the

without a mind-altering, slightly unnerving

Room” gives way to the hilarious “Story

falling in love with her new surroundings,

alphabet of “Allison to Zorbo” and then serves

submission from Patrick Canning. Pat is

Time,” a spoken-word piece in some bizzaro

she also recorded most of her RPM album.

up some Tom Waits meets Dr.Claw klezmer

a fixture on the RPM scene and has been

world style of Ted Russell’s Tale’s From

Appropriately titled Song Splinters, this

on “Imperial Scum.” There are also these

recording under the moniker Sad Tax for the

Pigeon Inlet gone terribly wrong. Other

collection of acoustic guitar, piano and violin

beautiful, contemplative moments on tracks

last few years. This year he has produced an

highlights include “Hot,” an ode to the ever

laced tunes have as much rustic charm as the

like the somber “Backyard Bird Count” and the

album that could almost be palatable to the

present summer-time road construction,

place that inspired them. “New Life,” “Winter

jazzy tremolo drenched “Three New Leaks.”

general public. Although he may take that

“Katana” which is a would-be theme song

as an insult, it is intended as a compliment. I

for Newfoundland’s answer to Shaft and

mean there’s something for nearly everyone:

“The First Degree” could easily be the best

noisy rockers (“A Bitter Tablet”), ambient chill-

song Nickelback never wrote. Listen to this

soul (“I’ll Learn How to Steal”) and feel-good

album, you’ll laugh, you’ll cry and you’ll

dirges (“The Sun is a Horrible Thing”). It’s even

become fan of This is Terrible.

Sun” and “Why Bother?” are among my
personal favorites, largely for their stripped

THAT’S PERFECT

down sound and thoughtful lyrics.

Lorna Webb
This year Lorna Webb fills a void in the

ERROR:FLYNN

Challenge, that of the classic Country &

ErrorFlynns

Western album. Sure there’ve been albums

This twin set of 36 minute tracks was

that touch on the genre but That’s Perfect taps

recorded live at the RPM 2015 Last Gasp

into a rich tradition of country music that’s

Jam in Corner Brook. For an unrehearsed

been handed down from artists like Dolly

improvisation it is amazingly structured and

Parton, Emmylou Harris, and George Jones.

masterfully executed. The players on this

There’s quite a bit of diversity with tracks

project are obviously no strangers to their

ranging from the Shania Twainy country-

instruments and the way they feed off of

rock opener “Lift Off” to the woozy, Carlene

each other to create surprisingly complex

Carter-esque campfire sing-along “My Guitars

jams sounds like a band that’s been playing

Got a Buzzawn Toooo.” That being said, my

together for years. Listening to this RPM

favorite moments are the stripped down

made me miss my college days living in

ballads like “We Will Stand” and “You Do” that

Corner Brook and watching art-prog titans

allow Lorna’s guitar picking and lovely vocal

Kuroda play at Night Sounds on Broadway.

harmonies to really shine.

ride. Every year they create an album that is

haircuts for
ladies & gents
194 Duckworth Street
763-9958
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Lowell on Pop, Politics,
& Coming to Lawnya Vawnya
BY LUKAS WALL

The name of the Lawnya Vawnya festival comes from an old
Newfoundland expression that means “a good time at a dance”
or “plenty to eat.” It’s fitting then that pop songstress Lowell
is headlining this year’s festival, as her music is a dance party
with no shortage of food for thought.

While it is certainly catchy and danceable,
Lowell’s music is a bit different from the rest
of the pop music pack. Her socially conscious
lyrics are delivered through effected and
echoing vocals, given in playful chants or
tender melodies, all accompanied by synth
noises and driving percussion to make for a
brilliant electropop sound. This progressive
brand of pop music has proved to be an
effective vehicle for addressing serious social
injustices like LGBTQ and woman’s rights, and

sexual abuse. It is a music first mentality for
the singer though, as she aims to represent
her own experiences through song, speaking
out on important issues when necessary. “I'm
not a politician, I am a musician,” she says, “so

Lawnya Vawnya
Pulls Big for its
Fifth Birthday

confronting anthems.” By embracing new
technology to bend and break how we’re used
to thinking about pop music she has imbued
modern electro-pop with a rare spunk and
depth. And the fact that she’s showcased at
leading Canadian festivals, and toured much
of Europe, means she’s coming here with her
must-see live performance roadtested and
ready for you. She’s playing with the local band
we gave our “Overnight Sensation” trophy to
this year: Boathaus, as well as another local
band with many similarities to Lowell, Gem.

BY CHAD PELLEY
Lawnya Vawnya was voted “Best Local Music
Festival” in our Best of St. John’s Issue this
August, and this month they’re celebrating their
fifth birthday in a big way with 5 days of intimate
acoustic shows, loud latenight shows, outdoor
music crawls, panel chats, readings, record
fairs, pop-up shows, and bar shows headlined
by acclaimed North American musicians.
Wrapping an LV wristband around your wrist
this April is a statement: Yes, this city needs a
festival like this, because what better way to
ring in our soggy St. John’s springs?
FOUR FESTIVAL HEADLINERS RUN AN
IMPRESSIVE GAMUT OF GENRES
Headliner Lowell is described by the festival
as “a fierce pop wolf who crafts catchy,

primarily it is always about the music and the
art first and foremost. There are things I am
passionate about politically, but those things
all come from an emotional standpoint that
comes through purely in artist form … I guess
what keeps it believable is that I don't have a

Another headliner, Strumbellas, embody
what’s happening right now in their own
genre as well. Their genre being gang-singing,
foot-stomping, wildly folk rocking greatness.
These are singalong rock songs with more
hooks than a bayman’s tacklebox. They’re
playing with local alt-country rocker couple,
The Domestics, and a band consisting of 4
saxophonists, Ouroboros.
Switching genres/hats to cowboy country,
Doug Paisley will be playing at the Rocket
Room on Saturday the 25th. Doug Paisley is AM

political agenda, I just speak out politically as a
product of political injustices.”

simplicity that is involved in writing pop music.
Four chord progressions are my jam, just like
Britney, just like Beethoven.”
Armed with this appreciation for simplicity,
Lowell combines her classical influences with
her love of pop to make music that demands
attention. So much so that she was recruited
to write with a crack team of songwriters in
London, England, where she also wrote some of
the tracks that feature on her full-length debut
We Loved Her Dearly. The singer says there was
once a greater contrast in how she wrote for
others, but she’s “pretty stubborn now when I'm
writing for others. I care more about the topics
I incorporate in my pop music, and it's much
more important to me that it's something I can
proudly associate myself with. “

Lowell’s intelligent songwriting does not end
with her lyrics, however. As a former student at
the University of Toronto, she studied classical
music, in turn influencing her pop songwriting.
“Appreciating classical music has affected
my love for music in its simplest form,” says
Lowell. “Being able to appreciate its simplicity
and its musicality allows me to achieve the

As for St. John’s and Lawnya Vawyna, “I have
never been,” says Lowell. “As a West Coast
baby, I find little opportunity to hear much about
the East, which is a shame. Glad I get to be a

Country gold. His music is a strong offering
of the telecaster twang and singalong songs
the genre is known for. Every year, there’s one
intimate, sitdown Rocket Room performance at
Lawnya Vawnya that people talk about for days,
and this is going to be the one, because he’s
also playing with Halifax’s Dark for Dark (three
women whose haunting harmonies are backed
only barely by acoustic guitar and aching electric
guitar work), and a very innovative Germanbased musician Susie Asado.

A good music
festival does more
than put you in front of a
good band; while it’s great to catch some of
your favourite songs live, a proper festival is just
as much about discovery as it is seeing what
you already know you love. Lawnya Vawnya
is known for embracing this with a calculated
lineup across many genres, that balances big
draws and undersung sensations. If there’s a
majority genre on display in this year’s lineup,
it’s pyscho-pop, which is fitting given this has
been the year of the genre. Be sure to catch
Walrus and Mauno for a good Atlantic Canadian
reflection of that genre. If you’re into what could
be called “Post Gang of Four punkish rock” don’t
miss Teenager or The Lonely Parade. If boys and

That leaves Suuns. Thursday night’s headliner
at The Ship. There’s no describing their sound,
nor a similar act to compare them to, and what
more can a band strive for? Go YouTube “20/20,”
it’s definitely something you’ve never seen at The
Ship before. There is a hypnotic intensity to the
lull the sound leaves you in, making each song’s
upswings crash like waves against you. They’re
playing with Nova Scotia psycho-pop sensation,
Walrus, and a great local 90s-conjuring alt-rock
band, Mooch, will warm the stage.
SINGLING SOME OUT BY GENRE FOR
THOSE WHO NEED A GUIDE

part of [the festival]
and see what
it’s about!”
SEE THE BACK
COVER FOR THE
FULL FESTIVAL
SCHEDULE

girls being dreamy with their acoustic guitars
is your thing, Donovan Woods, Gianna Lauren,
Owen Steel, and Dark for Dark are the shows
for you. If you like your singer-songwriters
more electric and lively, Jon McKiel, Suds, and
Spitula Clark are not to be missed, and if you’re
a fan of a musical performance and purveyors
of original, striking music – be there for Weaves
and Susie Asado.
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Singled Out
Five songs from Upalong
Bands Now in Rotation on
Overcast Radio
Every week we throw new
music into our music bank
for Overcast Radio. Below
are a few new songs from

Spin This.
LOCAL RECORD REVIEWS

North American Bands
that went into rotation the
week this issue was getting
prepped for print.
The Go! Team’s “Blowtorch”
You don’t have to apologize for secretly loving
pop music anymore. You don’t even have to
secretly love it. And you can thank bands like
The Go! Team for that. Artists like these have
broken the skeleton of pop music, and rebuilt
the way the whole thing works. The band’s
latest album is the work of Ian Parton, who
partnered with a number of female singers
to produce an album that sounds the way a
rainbow looks.
Quarterbacks’ “Space”
A standout-out track on an album of
sensitive-guy lyrics paired to softened punkrock song structures. If you’re curious how
good a thirty-eight second song can be, tune
in this month. By the time you start tapping
on your steering wheel or shampoo bottle,
the song will be over. And that’s the trick – it
leaves you wanting more.
Twerps’ “Back to You”
A fuzzy 60’s-sounding song that blends
equals parts pop and indie rock.
Moon Duo's "Wildling"
A Big, phat, fabulous rock song.
Swervedriver’s “Deep Wound”
This seminal 90’s rock band have emerged
from a seventeen year hiatus with a moody
album that’s sometimes uptempo shoegaze
and other times, like on “Deep Wound,”
straightforward rock reminiscent of their
cohorts Dinosaur Jr.
Tune into Overcast Radio at theovercast.ca

Nothing Left Behind

This is Where You Belong

SONNY TRIPP

AM/FM DREAMS

It’s no stretch to say AM/FM
Anyone who came of age in
Dreams has released more
the 90s, or even those who
solid RPM albums than any
came to love 90’s music by
band in town — they haven’t
acknowledging how songs
missed a year since the
like Sloan’s “Coax Me” or The
start, and every album feels
Inbred’s “Any Sense of Time”
different than the last. There
influenced modern Canadian
is a striking cohesion of
music, will be infatuated
sound and concept on This
with this whopping 32-song
is Where You Belong, yet
anthology. While a nineties
the songs manage to run
sound marks the album, there
the full gamut of tempo, genre, and experimentation. In fact
is some great diversity and unique songs on here too. With “They’ll
the tracks are so diverse you’d swear a different band wrote
Make Us Believers” they’re into Vampire Weekend territory, and
each one of them, and yet, the album is not jarringly eclectic,
the bass-and-drum driven “These Streets at Night” conjures up a
but solidly cohesive, with only track 2 feeling a little out of
fabulous sound all their own. Perhaps most notable here is how
place on the album (only from a tracklisting perspective:
solid the band is. In a city where everyone plays in everyone’s band
it’s more of a closer than track 2). The banjo-driven album
these days, a lot of what’s happening now feels like collaborations
opener “Crow’s Nest,” embraces bluegrass, “Pyramids” flirts
with a primary songwriter more than a whole band effort, which
with calypso’s swagger, “In My Prime” roars like 90’s rock
can produce a hastily recorded, under-ripe album. In the face
steeped in pop, and “Boomtown” is bursting with the kind
of this, a strong feature of Sonny Tripp’s music is an undeniable
of creativity that made artists like Tune-Yards famous. The
chemistry that makes the band sound cohesive, well-rehearsed,
album closes with a quiet uke ballad for the aging musician,
and comfortable creating music together. You can hear it especially
“Have I Forgotten How to Rock and Roll?” Here’s some sample
in the jams – many songs have well-built, elaborate bridges with
lines, “punk rock groups grow up to be dads, find new reasons
impressive moments of pure instrumentation. Also, the sheer
to scream and get mad. Riot grrrls chaperone the high school
number of tracks on this album is a testament to the number of
dance, trade their safety pins for true romance.” It’s a
great songs the band can bang out. Hearing 32 songs back
great song that any of us who grew up on mixed
to back also illustrates how they can write across the
tapes and Kurt-and-Courtney will hold dearly in
whole soundscape of their genre without feeling
CALL FOR
our iTunes collection. All in all, the album is a
one-dimensional and repetitive. And anyone who
SUBMISSIONS
rollercoaster tour of this versatile band’s unique
We've got an online
sticks around for the whole album will be treated
feature
called
"First
Listen."
spin on many genres. It holds your interest track
to the fact the closing trio of songs are the very
We'd
love
to
leak
the
single
to track on account of its diversity in sound, and
best (with all due respect to “Standing in Line.”)
off your upcoming albums.
it’s one of their finest offerings to date (notable
“Standing in Line” and “Say Something” ought to be
Get in touch.
since they have over 10 albums).
local classics, up there with “Fur Packed Anthem”
and Hardship Post’s “Colourblind.”

REVIEWS BY CHAD PELLEY
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Green Rock EVS: One Company
Paving the Way for Electric
Cars in Newfoundland

BY LAUREN POWER

It’s four months into 2015, and
we’ve all pretty much gotten
over the fact that hover cars
aren’t a thing yet. Still, electric
cars aren’t a bad consolation
prize in the “crazy futuristic
inventions” lottery.
Green Rock E.V.S., the province’s only 100%
electric vehicle dealer, is encouraging people in
the province to get on board with the electric car.
Here’s the basics: an electric vehicle can make it
approximately 150 km on one charge, a charge
costs around $2.50, and it takes about 8 hours
to get a full charge (30 minutes at a commercial
charging station, rather than at home).
A motor vehicle that doesn’t pump out exhaust is
a nice idea. It’s even nicer that it’s not reliant on
using dinosaur bones as fuel.
One drawback is the fact that cold weather climates
can hinder the performance of electric cars.
Considering our northern location, could this affect
the adoption of electric cars in the NL market?
Green Rock E.V.S. is optimistic. “When it comes
to driving in the snow, electric vehicles drive even
better than a combustion engine because they are
so much heavier,” says Sarah Halliday, Sales and
Marketing Rep at Green Rock E.V.S. “In extreme
cold, the range does deplete a little, as it does in a
gas car,” says Halliday. To improve the range in cold
weather, Green Rock recommends making smarter
choices, like using the heated steering wheel and
seat to warm the driver instead of cranking heat
throughout the car’s interior. “This saves on range
and also keeps you warm,” she says. “There are
climate control options and an eco-driving mode
that also increases the range.”
“I drive an electric vehicle and
have had no issues whatsoever
this winter,” says Halliday.
“Newfoundland and Labrador actually
has a great climate for electric cars.

Our climate is very similar to that of Norway where
electric vehicles thrive.”
It’s true: winter temps in Norway range between
-10°C in January and 16°C in July, whereas
Newfoundland has still slightly warmer winters
(hovering around freezing) and comparable
summers. However, in Norway, the colder climate
hasn’t killed the electric car. In fact, the fleet of
plug-in electric vehicles in Norway is the largest
per capita in the world, with Oslo recognized as the
electric vehicle capital of the world. Roughly 1 in a
100 passenger cars in Norway is an electric. The
fact that almost 100% of the electricity generated
in the country comes from hydro power also
makes it one of the cleanest in the world.
In addition to selling electric vehicles (Tesla,
Nissan Leaf, Chevrolet Volt ... and even electric
bicycles for those moments you just don’t wanna
peddle up a St. John’s hill), Green Rock has a
service centre for their cars, and are training
mechanics throughout the island. “Our goal is
simple, to provide the opportunity for anyone in
Newfoundland & Labrador to go electric and make
an environmental impact while saving time and
money.” Electric Vehicles produce zero tailpipe
emissions, and instead of an engine under the
hood, it’s storage space. Less moving parts and
components than a normal car motor means no
oil or filter changes and less general wear and tear,
and it costs a mere two bucks to drive 100km.
Newfoundland and Labrador’s Green Fund
recently funded the installation of more electric
vehicle charging stations across the province.
Whether the people of the province get swept up
in the movement remains to be seen, though the
City of St. John's is currently mulling over the
possibility of purchasing a pair of electric cars
for use by its parking enforcement detail. People
are split on how to interpret the move: some
see it as more municipal wastage,
buying second-hand cars for over
$30000 a pop; others see it as a
progressive, environmentally-andfiscally responsible decision. Your
mileage may vary.

“ S pec tacu la
r . . .wo rt h
see in g twice
!A
o n ce m o re fo n d
r g ood
m ea s u re !” –
N L H e ra ld

Presented by the Arts and Culture Centres

artsandculturecentre.com
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No Matter What
A story of indomitable resilience.

The Doula Collective of NL Helps Parents
with “Pregnancy, Labour, and New Baby
Support” BY JANE BANNISTER

first time… wondering about
childbirth and puzzling about
how you are going to manage
everything while taking care
of a newborn. The Doula
Collective of Newfoundland
and Labrador can help. They
are a group of women trained
in pregnancy, labour and new
baby support.

April 18-19, 2015 | LSPU Hall | 8:00 p.m.
For tickets, call 753-4531 or purchase online at www.rca.nf.ca
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Metro Area Mom Assistance

Imagine being pregnant for the

By Jonathan Monro
Directed by Danielle Irvine

/ THE OVERCAST /

Doulas provide emotional, physical, and
practical support around labour and newborn
care. There are two types of doulas: birth and
postpartum. Birth doulas work with mothers
during pregnancy, support her during her
birth experience, and provide postpartum
follow up. A postpartum doula visits a new
family on a regular schedule to help ease the
transition into parenthood. Assistance with
baby care, breastfeeding, and light household
tasks may be part of the support package, but
neither type of doula plays a medical role at
any time. Both kinds of doulas help families
make the best decisions possible without
judgement or bias.

during childbirth and
afterwards. “We are
getting more enquiries
than we are able to meet at
the moment,” states Sarah Minty, Chair of the
Doula Collective. “Mothers are increasingly
interested in professional doula support to
augment their existing support team.”
Local birth doulas charge between $300
and $800, depending on experience and
training. Postpartum doulas charge about
$25/hour. A common misconception is
that there are doulas in training that offer
their services for free. Jillian Hand, Eastern
Canada Director for DONA International
clarifies, “Doulas interested in pursuing
certification do need to attend a minimum
number of births to undergo evaluation but
they are under no obligation to offer their
services free of charge.”

Doulas are proven to be a help during
labour and postpartum. Continuous labour
support can result in a shorter labour, fewer
complications, reduced use of medications,
and heightened feelings of empowerment
and success. Doulas don’t take the place of
the father or partner in the delivery room
but rather work to include them when
they might otherwise feel overwhelmed.
Doula support when home with a new baby
can help parents have more success with
breastfeeding, less postpartum depression,
and greater confidence overall.

In fact, in most cases, it would cost the
doulas directly out of pocket to do so.
Professional doulas have invested in training
and the number of doulas pursuing a fulltime career in birth and postpartum support
is rising in the international picture. This is
a pattern that we can expect to see here as
well as we train more doulas (a birth doula
training session is planned for early May).
“There are still options for families that would
like to hire a doula but cannot afford one,”
explains Minty, “The need for affordable
care that does not come at the cost of the
birth support professional was the catalyst
for the development of the Doula Support
Subsidy Program (DSSP). This program will
offer financial assistance to families in need
and we are very excited to launch it as a
celebration of International Doula Month in
May!” In fact, May will be a busy month with
a birth doula training session as well as the
DSSP launch and fundraiser.

These days, more and more families are
recognizing the worth of having support

Read more at doulacollectivenl.ca
or on its facebook page.
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Joel Thomas
Hynes on
Joel Thomas
Hynes
BY MARK HOFFE

In Werner Herzog: A Guide
for the Perplexed, editor Paul
Cronin recounts an exquisite
line the irreverent and acerbic
filmmaker delivered on the
set of Heart of Glass: “There is
work to be done, and we will do
it well. Outside we will look like
gangsters. On the inside we will
wear the gowns of priests.”
That could be an apt description of Joel
Thomas Hynes’ modus operandi across all of
his crafts: acting, writing, directing, music, and,
of course, cursing. Like Herzog, Hynes seems
on a quest to discover what the German icon
calls “the ecstatic truth.” Doubters be damned.
But that’s one-hundred words of wasted space
that could have hosted more of Hynes on...

my limitations and that awareness helps me
exploit those strengths and find creative ways
to dance around the limitations.”
WRITING
“I can get pretty dark and nothing ever comes
close to brightening me up as when I’m balls
deep in...ahh...a piece of...ahh...writing. Yes.
Writing. But would I still write if there were
no readers on the other side, no positive or
negative response from publishers or critics?
Well, I’d probably write better. I did it for years
as a teenager – writing without an audience, not
even knowing what I was doing or why. My only
goal was to communicate to myself by getting to
the end of that idea or thought, fill another page,
keep going. And I dont think my motivations have
changed much in the years since.”
AWARDS
“Awards are fun! Red carpets, gala events,
swag bags – it’s the SHIT. And fuck the
begrudgers.”

THE EARLY YEARS
“I can't remember having any real ambitions
toward the film and TV industry. It’s just
something that happened to me. Maybe that’s
why I’m not a big shot (YET, he says, YET). But
I got lucky. I fell in with some good filmmakers
who seemed to see something in me worth
cultivating. And I needed to perform. I needed
to communicate and prove something. I was on
the run from a filthy past and I needed to clear
the air before I wound up dead and unsung.”

UPCOMING PROJECTS
“I'm hoping, hoping, to go into production
this summer on a feature called Dry Swallow.
Hoping. I’ve been hangin’ with the script for
about four years now and after drafting it nearly

ACTING
“Probably the hardest thing to do on camera is
to simply exist in your own natural charisma.
I’m not claiming to be all that versatile as an
actor, but I am very aware of my strengths and

repercussions of rock-and-roll debauchery,

a dozen times, I’m very keen to get it shot. It’s
a drama about a tormented, reclusive, once
celebrated musician who very reluctantly
opens his doors to his estranged, hell-raising
teenage daughter. It’s a wild and tumultuous
father-daughter story. Hard drugs, bikers, the
all set against a backdrop of the dilapidated,
bygone glory of small town Newfoundland.
Hoping, hoping to shoot on Fogo Island, one
of my favourite places on the planet.”

Visual & Performance Arts
Multidisciplinary Icon
Lois Brown Adds
Another Accolade
to Her Resume

Artist X

This was the first
year since 2003 that
the St. John’s Women
of Distinction awards
were awarded.

presented
Injury Illness Pain
Sadness Grief and Performance, a selection
of readings, short plays, and panel
discussions.
Brown herself lives with chronic pain, the
result of being hit by an SUV in 2008. Her
inspiring resilience in the face of that injury

BY TERRI COLES

and its after-effects was part of what

Lois Brown has a long history in the arts

year, said Wendolyn Schlamp, executive

community: as a founding member and
past curator of Neighbourhood Dance
Works and the Festival of New Dance,
as writer, director, and star of the awardwinning local film The Bingo Robbers,
as a nominee for the Elinore and Lou

led the committee to award Brown this
director of the YWCA St. John’s. “The
committee was particularly impressed
by the way that Lois had inspired women
and men in the arts community with her
extensive work,” Schlamp said, “as well as
the barriers Lois had overcome in her life
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Get There before They’re Gone
Three Worthwhile Exhibits Ending
at The Rooms This Month
TWO AFOREMENTIONED EXHIBITS CLOSE ON THE 26TH
We’ve published articles by Jennifer Morgan on Folklore & Other Panics and Craig Francis
Power on Audrey Hurd’s Until It Remembers You in February’s and March’s issues respectively.
They’re pretty special exhibits, and they’re still there waiting for you if you haven’t gone yet:
visit theovercast.ca to read more about them.
YOUNG & GIROUX: INFRASTRUCTURE CANADA
This one is clewing up April 12th, so giver. “Over the past decade, Canadian artist duo Daniel Young and
Christian Giroux have created an acclaimed body of work that critically explores the built environment.
Their latest project, Infrastructure Canada (2010–2012), completes a trilogy of conceptual films
created by the artists that depict the systematic production of space. For the exhibition, the artists will
incorporate architectural images from The Rooms collections,
speaking to the built vernacular found in this province.”

Arts award for an artist mid-career).

head to Labrador City to participate in the

Now she can add another honour to that

the province’s arts and culture centres in

LYNE LAPOINTE: PERCHES | PERCHOIRS
This exhibit highlights major works from the Collection of the Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal.
Its drawings, collages, and paintings draw from a body of work which Lyne created from 1998 to
2002. According to The Rooms’ website, Lapointe made a name for herself in the 80s as one of
the most remarkable artists of her generation for her use of “uncommon, carefully chosen images
and motifs” which stem from her “longstanding interest in popular and historical sources, and her
fascination with animal imagery and geometric figures.” The notion of metamorphosis emerges in

collaboration with choreographer Peter

her work as a fundamental element of meaning, a way of exploring the complexity of knowledge.

Siminovitch Award (Canadian Theatre),
and as winner of the Victor Martyn LynchStaunton Award (a Canada Council for the

list as this year’s recipient of the Goodwill
Award “for contributions on a provincial/
national/international scale” from YWCA St.
John’s “Women of Distinction awards.” The
awards are held by a majority of YWCAs
in Canada, and St. John’s is again among
them for the first time since 2003. The
awards recognize women who have made
significant achievements in their fields,
and this year’s awards were presented at

following a serious injury.”
At press time Brown was preparing to
current artists-in-residence program at

Trosztmer.
Brown was pleased to see the local return
other women were just incredible,” Brown
said of the other honourees: Rosemary
family) Joan Aucoin (for contributions in

“When I got there,” Brown said of the

workplace/career). She was particularly

before.” She has received awards from
the artistic community for her work itself,
she said, but this one from the YWCA – for
which she was nominated by colleague
Ruth Lawrence – is the first that recognizes

recipients to recognize that sometimes
women don’t own what they’ve
accomplished, Brown said, and called
for the honorees to change that and take
ownership of their successes.

Brown recently spent a week in Vancouver

award recipients, but the award itself

pain across a variety of disciplines. And in
March her theatre company Newfoundland

502 Topsail Road | St. John’s, NL

impressed by Rees, who challenged the

The presentation ceremony connected

National Film Board that looks at chronic

athenabyanstey.com

Dr. Fern Brunger (for contributions in the

her impact on the wider community.

working on an upcoming project with the

709 ○ 364 ○ 5060

the community/neighbourhood), Kyra
Rees (Young Woman of Distinction), and

gotten an award from the community

Luxury Full Service Hair Salon & Aesthetic Spa

Hedderson (for contributions in the home/

Government House on March 9.

awards ceremony, “I realized I’d never

Athena by Anstey Salon & Spa

of the Women of Distinction awards. “The

Brown with her community of fellow
connects her with the community at large.
“I’m not just working as an isolated artist,”
she said of what the award recognizes,
“but I’m contributing something of value.”

MUN
Cinema
Series
April 2015

APR
2

Leviathan
DIRECTED BY ANDREY ZVYAGINTSEV

7:00 pm Cineplex Theatres, Avalon Mall
WWW.MUN.CA/CINEMA
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Distortion: Lawnya Vawnya; Mauno,
Family Video, Bleu. 10:30pm

THUR 16

Event Listings
post your
events!

For more comprehensive and up to date event listings visit our
website: theovercast.ca To submit events, post them yourself
on our website, or email listings@theovercast.ca

WED 01

MUSIC
The Ship: Sizzle Sisters host Folk Night. 9pm
COMMUNITY
The Rooms: Engaging Evenings. Paleolithic Art
with Dr.Oscar Moro Abadia. 7pm

THUR 02

MUSIC
The Levee: Family Video tour kick off with Ghost
Pills, Mild Manors, Thom & the Tomcats. 11pm
The Ship: Matthew Hornell and Friends. 10pm
The Rockhouse: NDP I Love NL Concert with
Amelia Curran, Flower Hill and more. 9pm
Holy Heart: Sultans of Swing: A Dire Straits
Concert Experience. 8pm
COMEDY
Uptown: Yuk Yuks Comedy Show featuring
James Mullinger. 8pm
THEATRE
Cineplex Avalon Mall: MUN Cinema Series.
Leviathan. 7pm

FRI 03

MUSIC
Rockhouse: Lawnya Vawnya Presents: Fake Prom
at the Movies. 10pm
Annexe: DJ MTown’s End of Classes Birthday
Bash. 10:30pm
Bar None: Summit of the Alley Cats: GSmooth,
Moyst, Bottoms, MC Snax. 10:30pm
Fat Cat: The Beautiful Wrecks, The Sunstones,
and The Broken Strings. 10:30pm

SAT 04

MUSIC
The Ship: Cartridge Family, Georgie and Jomo,
Bridges. 11pm
The Black Sheep: Dave Mundy, Adrian House,
John Clark Blues Band CD Release. 10pm
Distortion: Secret East Presents: The St John’s
Double Feature. 9:30pm
THEATRE
LSPU: The Founding Father. His Story.
Our Canada. 7:30-8:30pm
KIDS
Geo Centre: EGGcellent Easter Experience. 11am-2pm

MON 06

MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL open Mic.

TUES 07

COMEDY
Arts & Culture Centre: Tommy Tiernan’s
Out of the Whirlwind. 7:30pm

WED 08

APRIL 2015

COMEDY
Arts & Culture Centre: Tommy Tiernan’s
Out of the Whirlwind. 7:30pm

MUSIC
Mile One: The Tragically Hip. 7pm.
The Levee: Big Space, Temples, Make
Mean Everything. 9pm
The Ship: Folk Night. 9pm
COMMUNITY
Eastern Edge Gallery: Opening of NL Consulate,
a photo exhibition of ECMW nominees. 7pm
The Rooms: Engaging Evenings. Infrastructure
Canada with Dr.Gerard Curtis. 7pm

THUR 09

COMEDY:
Uptown: Yuk Yuks Comedy Show featuring Rob Ross. 8pm

FRI 10

MUSIC
The Levee: Dumpster mummy, Threat Assessment,
Winterhearth, Orias, and Deadgaard. 2pm-7pm
Distortion: London Above, Waterfront Fire, Dave
Whitty Band, Eastcoast Love Story. 10:30pm
The Levee: The Satans, Rogues, Branch Ricky,
Tyler Hache. 10:30pm

SAT 11

COMMUNITY
Royal Canadian Legion Blackmarsh Road:
St. John’s April Winter Market. 10am-3pm
St. Michael’s Print Shop: Spring Vault Sale
(old art clearout!). 10am-5pm
MUSIC
Distortion: Mean Streets EP Launch with Jigger
and Day Fort. 10:30pm
Peter Easton’s Pub: Mark Bragg, The Novaks,
Green & Gold. 10:30pm

SUN 12

KIDS
The Rooms: Family Fun. Forget-Me-Nots. 2:00-4:00pm
Pippy Park: Friends of Pippy Park Annual Maple
Festival. 12pm-3pm
MUSIC
The Levee: Physical Graffiti (Led Zeppelin Tribute)
w/Rust (Neil Young Tribute). 9pm

MON 13

MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic.

WED 15

MUSIC
The Ship: Shawna Caspi and Geoff Smith
host Folk Night. 9pm
COMMUNITY
The Rooms: Engaging Evenings. Left to Die.
Join author Gary Collins. 7pm
Arts and Culture Centre: CFUW Annual
Used Book Sale. 6pm-9pm
VISUAL ARTS
Eastern Edge Gallery: Deadline for
submission to Hold Fast.

MUSIC
The Ship: Night Music
Hilltop House: Shawna Caspi
and Ian Foster. 8pm-11pm
COMMUNITY
Arts and Culture Centre: CFUW
Annual Used Book Sale. 10am-9pm

For more than 30
ECMA events, visit
ecma.com

FRI 17

MUSIC
The Ship: Everglow Tour Kick Off. 10pm
The Levee: Daisy Cutters EP Release with
Carlyle & The Darts. 10:30pm
The Rockhouse: Salsa Party. 10pm
Velvet: Adult Film Star Christy Mack with
The Shining Wizards & DJ Silva. 6pm-1am.
COMMUNITY
Arts and Culture Centre: CFUW Annual
Used Book Sale. 10am-1pm
Mount Pearl Glacier: Downhome Expo. 3-9pm
VISUAL ARTS
Eastern Edge: Exhibit launch from visiting Icelandic
artists, It's the media not you. Noon.

SAT 18

MUSIC
Holy Heart: Hotel California, an Eagles Tribute. 8pm
Fat Cat: Rick Lambe and the Disappointments. 10:30pm
LSPU: No Matter What presented by Lady Cove
Women’s Choir. 8pm
The Ship: Baytown. 10pm
The Rockhouse: Chaotic by Design, Nightbreed,
The Combine, Winterhearth. 10pm
COMMUNITY
Mount Pearl Glacier: Downhome Expo. 11am-9pm
KIDS
Cowan Heights Elem: The Swinging Belles.
The More Sheep, Less Sleep Tour. 2pm

SUN 19

COMMUNITY
Mount Pearl Glacier: Downhome Expo. 11am-5pm
MUSICAL THEATRE
LSPU Hall: Lady Cove Choir Presents
No Matter What. 8pm
KIDS
The Rooms: Family Fun. Letters & Arts. 2:00-4:00pm
LITERARY
The Ship: Spoken Word St. John’s. 7:30. PWYC.

MON 20

LITERARY
The Black Sheep: Scene but Kinda Blurred 2,
open mic readings. 8pm.
MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic
Rocket: Concert in Blue fundraiser FT. Nick Ryan, Megan
Marshall, Ash & Bloom, and Nichole Stryde. 7pm
The Ship: Folk Night. 9pm
COMMUNITY
The Rooms: Engaging Evenings. Nature NL
presentation. 7pm

WED 22

MUSIC
Republic: Lawnya Vawnya Kickoff W/ Jonny and the
Cowabungas, Vulva Culture, and Quidi Video. 10pm

THUR 23

MUSIC
Rocket Room: Lawnya Vawnya; Donovan Woods, Katie
Baggs, and Kira Sheppard. Early show.
The Ship: Lawnya Vawnya; Suuns w/ Walrus
and Mooch. 10:30pm

FRI 24

MUSIC
The Ship: Lawnya Vawnya; Weaves,
Suds, and Slick Nixon. 10:30pm
Distortion: Lawnya Vawnya; Teenager,
Maans, The Darts. 10:30pm
The Rockhouse: Lawnya Vawnya; Strumbellas,
The Domestics, Ouroboros . 10:30pm
Velvet: Young Dumb Lawnya Vawnya
Electro W/ Gingy and More. 10:30pm
The Levee: Big Space, The Tony Hawks, and
Cabbages and Kings. 10:30pm.
LITERARY
LSPU Hall: Dedication by Edward Riche: A Workshop
Reading of a New Play in Development. 5-7pm
COMMUNITY
Holiday Inn: Sci-fi on the Rock. 10-7

SAT 25

MUSIC
Quidi Vidi Lawnya Vawnya Music Crawl with Weaves,
Dark for Dark, Gianna Lauren, and Donovan Woods.
See back cover for details.
Arts & Cultre Centre: Shallaway’s Don’t Be Afraid. 7:30pm
Rocket Room: L:awnya Vawnya; Doug Paisley, Dark for
Dark, and Susie Asado. Early Show.
The Ship: Lawnya Vawnya; Painful Shivers,
The Lonely Parade, and Mudflowers. 10:30pm
The Rockhouse: Lawnya Vawnya; Lowell,
Boathaus, and Gem. 10:30pm
Distortion: Lawnya Vawnya; The Killing,
Heira, Spitula Clark. 10:30pm.
COMEDY
LSPU Hall: Ryan Dillon at the LSPU Hall:
Stand Up for the R.E.A.L. Program. 8-10pm
COMMUNITY
St. Thomas Church: Some Good Market
Goes to Town. 10am-4pm
Holiday Inn: Sci-fi on the Rock. 10-7
KIDS
St Edwards Elem: The Swinging Belles.
The More Sheep, Less Sleep Tour. 2pm

SUN 26

MUSIC
The Ship Lawnya Vawnya closing show: Jon McKiel,
Gianna Lauren, and Nick Everett. 10pm.
Downtown Lawnya Vawnya Music Crawl with Doug
Pailsey, Painful Shivers, Heira, Teenager, Peter Willie
Youngtree, Gonger Snaps, and Jon McKiel. See backcover
for details.
COMMUNITY
Holiday Inn: Sci-fi on the Rock. 10-7
KIDS
The Rooms: Family Fun. Puzzle Pieces. 2:00-4:00pm

MON 27
MUSIC
The Ship: MusicNL Open Mic.

TUES 28
COMMUNITY
Corpus Christi Hall: Embroiderers Guild. 7:30pm

WED 29
MUSIC
LSPU: My name is Meghan: Songs in the key
of Streisand. 8:00-10:00pm
The Ship: Folk Night Trad Session. 9pm
COMMUNITY
The Rooms: Engaging Evenings. Doug Letto
presents NL’s Last Prime Minister
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African Smatterings
with Dr. Zoo:
A South African
musical education
at the ECMAs
BY RYAN BELBIN

Yung Dumb Presents:
Lawnya Vawnya
Electronic April
24th at Velvet
BY ADAM HARDING

Lawnya Vawnya is a local
music festival that you may
or may not be acquainted
with since they launched
in 2010.
If you live in the St. John's area, and you
enjoy being exposed to new, upcoming, and
relevant music, this festival should definitely
be of interest to you. You can blame them for
bringing some of the most intriguing and offbeat artists to perform in our province over
the last few years; Deltron 3030 member Kid
Koala, Canadian hardcore heroes- F*cked Up,
and the avant-garde emcee Cadence Weapon,
to name a few.
The festival also uses unconventional
spaces to host local favourites. A sold out
bluegrass brunch at Mallard Cottage last
holiday season, and acoustic performances
at the obscure “Inne of Olde” in Quidi Vidi are
honourable mentions.
This year the artistic directors have decided
to delve into a realm they haven't quite
explored yet. Given the forward-thinking
nature of the festival, and the obvious desire
for party patrons to dance and be merry,
Lawnya Vawnya is collaborating with party

promoters Yung Dumb to curate “Lawnya
Vawnya Electronica” on April 24th at Velvet
Club & Lounge.
This will be an effort to stray away from your
standard club night. Yung Dumb is a brand
that has been cited for introducing a more
welcoming vibe to your average St. John's
dance floor, focusing more on underground
beats, and dismissing the top 40s radio
sound that you hear in most George Street
dance clubs. And people who are familiar
with Lawnya Vawnya definitely trust them to
introduce quality artists to the music heads
in our city, on a local and international scale.
Bringing something a little different to the
table is the motive with these two teams, and
with that in mind, this collaboration should
definitely do just that.
The confirmed headliner is techno producer
Gingy, a staple in Toronto's cosmopolitan
grooving pot. From regularly releasing
sinister techno bangers on Tiga's legendary
Montreal imprint Turbo Recordings, being
featured on Toronto's first Boiler Room
episode, an infamous web series, to sharing
a stage with the likes of Four Tet, Jamie xx,
MSTRKRFT, Deadmau5, and Juan Atkins (the
godfather of Detroit techno) to name a few,
you can expect fluctuating tempos, throbbing
rhythms, and most of all, an interesting set
of songs that will surely push the boundaries
of what you'd expect from a DJ. His last EP
RAPT was released on Amsterdam label
Clone Royal Oak, and hit the shelves in record
stores from London to Berlin late last year.
Potemtole (Adam Martin of Hear/Say), Slim
Macho, Bangtek, and Denver Drake are some
of the local tastemakers that will be warming
the night up. Oh yeah, and they'll be giving out
popsicles to help cool you down a little.

Dr. Randal Arsenault’s CV
includes Biology Curriculum
Coordinator and Director of
the Southern African Field
School at the University of
Alberta.
It doesn’t mention that the Newfoundland
native loved Paul Simon’s Graceland as a
teenager and has recorded a number of
albums in South Africa. Arsenault’s latest EP,
Dr. Zoo’s Last Dance, is indicative of his AfroCeltic-Reggae style. That alone should tell you
this is one of the most unique sounds to be
nominated for World Recording of the Year at
this year’s East Coast Music Awards.
As a biology student playing the St. John’s
pub circuit in the 90s, Arsenault remembers
dreaming about the lions and elephants of
Africa. That desire led to him embarking on a
6-month backpacking trip, followed by a return
to complete a Ph.D. in zoology at the University
of the Witwatersrand a few years later.
He loved fieldwork, but always wanted to be
a musician. “As soon as I got to South Africa,
I said, ‘If I can get my second dream, I should
do my first dream of music as well!’”
He enlisted producer Brian O’Shea in
Johannesburg, and divided his time between
studying and recording his debut album. The
birth of Dr. Zoo coincided with him being
named as a finalist in the 2003 Canadian
Songwriting Competition, but it was only after
that album’s release that Arsenault’s sound
started integrating African fusion. "Right away,
I started changing,” he laughs. “More groove,
reggae—and so when we were playing live, we
didn’t actually represent that first album at all.
There’s a song that I recorded on my second
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album called
‘40 Days and
“I’m looking forward
40 Nights.’
to the ECMAs and
coming down to check
That song
out all the good music
always
that’s happening—it’s
resonated
amazing how quick
things change."
with me
… [it] kind of
drove where we
were going musically,
kind of in a Police vein, with a bit of the Clash
in there. I was learning as I went, but the
difference between me was that I did it in the
public, whereas a lot of people do it in the
basement until they figure it out.”
A decade later, audiences have caught on.
He assembled a band of musicians versed
in an African vibe, so that Dr. Zoo’s second
release, 42, brought a folk audience to exciting,
unfamiliar places. The scope of that sonic
journey is evident on Dr. Zoo’s Last Dance:
“On Safari” features a laid back rhythm and a
Zulu choir, while the kitchen party energy of
“Doghouse” blends seamlessly with the crisp,
reggae-tinged electric guitar.
He’s already hard at work on an upcoming
release that represents a further refinement,
and the retirement of the stage name Dr.
Zoo (hence the “last dance”). He describes it
as folk with World influences—expect the
return of the Zulu choir and the flourishes
gleaned from recording in South Africa, in the
context of an accessible folk album. “It’s not
in-your-face Afro-Celtic. Our joke is the new
stuff is smatterings of Africa, smatterings of
Celtic,” he says, alluding to Johnny Clegg’s
“Scaterlings of Africa.”
Field school brings him back to Swaziland,
South Africa, and Mozambique for some 8
months of the year, with Newfoundland a
convenient stopover on the way. This month
is a special opportunity to reconnect with the
people and sounds of this part of the world.
“I’m looking forward to the ECMAs,” he said.
“Just coming down to check out all the good
music that’s happening, and getting to know
again what’s happening—it’s not that long ago
[that I was at the ECMAs], but it’s amazing how
quick things change. All the new acts coming
out—it’s really fun!”
For more information on Dr. Zoo,
visit www.drzoomusic.com, and to check
out Southern African Field School, visit
www.science.ualberta.ca/africa.
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Ramona the Brave
BY LAUREN POWER

they may have been working on a particular

Williams resigned? I think

aspect of research for 20 years.”

everyone was listening.”

To bring all of these elements together, the

Ramona began her career

CrossTalk team meets every morning. “At

as a television reporter,

CrossTalk, working with a tiny but amazing

stationed in Goose Bay, but

team of people, we’re bouncing ideas

soon moved to CBC Radio

off of each other all the time. We’ve got

in St. John’s. “I just fell into

CrossTalk opens the

that feedback every day — what worked,

the broadcasting career. It wasn’t

switchboard to the people

what didn’t. I’m working with Francesca

something that I had actually planned. I

diversity in how you can look at an issue, and

of the province, handling

Swann who’s producing CrossTalk. And our

thought I’d probably wind up in publishing,

I absolutely love that. I’ve come to learn, from

technician Bob Sharp he keeps us on the air

because writing fiction is one of my loves.

doing this show, that nothing is black and

and does so many other things for us.”

Writing fiction is a whole other way of looking

white. There are many ways of approaching

at the world and interacting with the world.”

an issue, and perhaps the more we listen to

Ramona Dearing has a
knack for connecting with
people. Every weekday,
the host of CBC Radio’s

every call with intellect,

the ecosystem. Sometimes, one
"You want to strike
that balance of news
stories that matter and
things that listeners
have going on in their
own lives."

caller will call to say, ‘Well, I’m
against X!’ and I’ll think that
it’s brilliant… I’m against X
now, too! But then the next
caller will say, ‘Well, I’m
actually for X, for the following
reasons…’ and I’ll think they’re

right! Our listeners provide so much

sensitivity, and genuine

With a daily show running at midday, Ramona

enthusiasm.

and crew are often on the air as news is

As a writer, Dearing has published several

happening, receiving calls from people in their

works of fiction and poetry, in journals like

CrossTalk airs from noon till 1:30 p.m.,

homes, in the offices, and in their cars.

The Malahat Review, Grain, and Prairie

With the advent of social media, the radio

Newfoundland time. Along with the news,
weather, interviews, and music, the big draw
is their daily phone-in portion of the show,
which covers topics from every aspect of

each other and each other’s thoughts and
ideas, perhaps the better off we’d be.”

Fire, and her collection of short stories,

call-in portion of the show has adapted,

“We try to connect with what’s important in

So Beautiful, was shortlisted for both the

bringing in listener tweets and Facebook

people’s lives and very often that is tied to

Winterset Award and the Danuta Gleed

comments into the conversation. “You get

what’s in the news,” she says. “For example,

award.

different people who have different ways of

daily life in the province.

today, we just did a show on whether or not
our listeners support the privatization of

“When I’m writing, it tends to be not about

Radio call-in shows have long been a part of

some public services. So, there’s that, but

today. You’re thinking longer term. And

there’s also the stuff that goes beyond the

it’s something that’s done in

points-of-view of some of our

daily news.”

isolation, at least during the

younger listeners across.

the Newfoundland identity, giving politicians
and private citizens equal footing on the
soapbox to talk about their views.
“The appeal of this job is immense,” says
Dearing. “I am so lucky to have this gig. I get
to talk to some of our listeners every day, and
I truly think of them as the CrossTalk family.
Sometimes I get worried about some of our
callers if I haven’t heard from them in a while.”
Every day, CrossTalk attracts a mix of regulars
and new callers, chiming in on topics from
public utilities to gardening to tattoo culture.
“It’s so amazing when someone says that
they’re a first time caller and that they’re a
little bit nervous. You just feel so proud of
them for calling in, and having their say on
the issues of the day. It’s incredibly rewarding
and at the same time, the guests that we tee
up for the show, I get to pick their brains, and

expressing themselves. Use of phones is

writing phase.”
Even the most seemingly mundane topic can

becoming a generational thing. Social media
is a fabulous way for us to get the

People love that we
get perspectives

strike a chord with audiences. The March

Life on the air has brought

from across the

2 edition of CrossTalk asked “Are you sick

plenty of new experiences

province, and this is

and tired of cooking right now?” which was

and a few surprises for

just another way to

met with a deluge of callers who agreed

Dearing.

do that.”

ideas and tired of preparing supper in the

“My all-time favourite is

CrossTalk airs from

winter darkness.

to do any phone-in on

noon till 1:30 p.m.,

coyotes,” she says. “I just

Newfoundland time,

nd

wholeheartedly, who were running out of

“I had someone come up to me on the

love talking about them!

weekend saying, ‘Thank you for doing that

It’s just really interesting

show, because I am so sick and tired of

to get the different points

cooking at this time of year!’ You want to

of view. We’ll always hear

strike that balance of news stories that matter

from a listener that wants

and things that listeners have going on in

every one of them hunted

their own lives. You can’t please everyone.

down, and then another

You can't pick a topic that everybody is going

listener calls to say that

to be interested in. But then, the day Danny

they’re part of

on CBC Radio
One.

ILLUSTRATION: PEGGY TREMBLETT

Host of CBC Radio’s CrossTalk on taking your calls, and the universal appeal of coyotes
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People Reel
Last Month in Local Newsmakers
RNC STAFFER WHO TIPPED

NEW ROLE MARK O’BRIEN

OFF DRUG DEALERS SENTENCED

Mark O’Brien, best known as Des on

TO 9 MONTHS

The Republic of Doyle, has landed a role

A former RNC staffer, Angela Marie

on AMC’s Halt and Catch Fire. AMC are

McCarthy, was recently sentenced for

known for huge shows like Breaking Bad,

telling two drug dealers that the RNC

The Walking Dead, and Mad Man. Halt

and RCMP were investigating them.

and Catch Fire is a pre-existing show;

Those people were her cousins. She

O’Brien will join the cast in season 2. The

wasn’t in on it, she just wanted to

show is about the computer tech boom in

protect them and scare them straight.

the 80s. He’ll be playing an IT guy.

It’s a scenario any fan of Bruce
Springsteen’s “Highway Patrolman”
might relate to.

WHY BEAT 1 WORLD RECORD
WHEN YOU COULD BEAT 4?
MUN’s Josh Hancott powerlifted his

MULTIPLE LOCAL LOTTO WINNERS

way to 4 world records this week, and

Jay and Heather Griffin from Paradise

one of the records he beat was his own

recently won a million, but that’s 5

world record, set at this summer’s

times less than what the owner of Hotel

International Powerlifting Federation

Corner Brook collected in March. Since

World Championships in Africa. Hancott

winning the 5 million, Martin House put

was recently in Ohio for the Arnold

his hotel up for sale, and is hitting the

Sports Festival, representing not only this

road to travel, with first stops in Hawaii

province, but Canada. He did a bang-up

and Australia. He’d bought $20 worth of

job, taking Best Overall Junior Lifter, and

lotto tickets that day, but it was a free-

breaking two world records with one

play ticket he’d won that landed him the

squat lift of 573 pounds (this broke both

5 million. (A third local couple recently

open and junior world records). His 374

won $25,000 as well.)

pound bench press was another world
record. This fourth was for the sum total

10% OFF
UNTIL
APRIL 30

MegaFood Whole
Food Supplements

SCORPIONS ON A PLANE!

of 1520 pounds lifted in all three required

Poor Adam Young was just trying to

lifts (squat, bench press and deadlift). In

get from Columbia to Mexico while

addition to the 4 world records, there was

on vacation, when a highly poisonous

some sweet revenge thrown in. At the ripe

species of scorpion attacked him on

young age of 19, Hancott lost a similar

an airplane. He was taking a nap, and

competition to a 4-time Russian champ …

felt “an insect” crawl under his shirt.

whom he destroyed this time around.

Imagine. The insect was a friggen

Whole food supplements made with
real food, for real energy and health

scorpion. And it stung him three times,

THE WHALE THAT WASHED

leading to nausea, chest pains, and

ASHORE WILL LIVE ON FOREVER!

Made from a variety of gently dried, fresh
raw whole foods and organic herbs

hallucinations. Flight attendants found

MUN is building a new Science Building. It

and killed the scorpion, and the flight

will house the skeleton of the whale that

had to dash back to Columbia for an

famously washed ashore in Gros Morne

antidote; Adam was greeted on the

this year, attracting many selfie-taking

tarmac by a man with an anti-venom.

tourists and much news coverage.

All MegaFood products are free of GMOs,
as well as pesticides, herbicides, gluten,
dairy, and soy.

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254
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We’ve Got 35 Shots

at the 2015 ECMAs in St. John’s This Month

For only the third time
this century, the East
Coast Music Association
is taking their 5-day East
Coast Music Week and
ECMA awards gala to
Newfoundland in April.
The last time they were in St. John’s was a
whopping 11 years ago in 2004 – the year
hometown hero Ron Hynes beat out the likes of
Sloan and Matt Mays for album of the year.
THE TUNES THEY ARE A CHANGIN’
Back in 2004, the last time the ECMAs rolled
through town, we were still seen as a city of trad

music, or trad-pop spin off, despite a healthy,

MacPhail), Soul and R&B (Baytown), and even

genre-spanning music scene. 2004 was, afterall,

World Music (See our piece on Dr. Randal

the year all five acts shortlisted for Trad Group of

Arsenault on Page 21).

This year’s
East Coast Music Week
takes place April 8th – 12th
with the big gala on April
9th at the Jacky Byrne
Arena.

Ron Hynes won album (and country album) of

This year’s spectrum of local music legitimately

the year, and the year of Damhnait Doyle’s 3 wins

covers classical to loud. Classical music

There will be more
than 40 ECMA events
taking place between
April 8th and April 12th

with two shortlistings to boot. Point being there

innovator Rob Power is up for both Classical

ecma.com/festival/schedule

were few if any local bands on ECMA shortlists

Recording and Classical Composition of the

outside of trad music or trad-tinged music.

Year. If you’re unfamiliar with the name, become

the Year were local bands. 2004 was also the year

familiar: the man makes his own instruments,

Amidst this sea change in recognizing what

Cut to 10 years later, and there are local artists

what more is there to say? On the other

“Newfoundland music” is, there’s still a tidal-

on shortlists for nearly every genre of music.

end of the musical genre spectrum, 2 of 5

sized wave of trad music here. Duane Andrews

We’ve always had great bands in all genres,

bands shortlisted this year in the Loud Recording

and Craig Young are nominated for Roots/Trad

but the representation of local artists on the

of the Year category are local – representing

Group Recording of the Year (this duo won an

2014 shortlists relative to the 2004 shortlists

this city’s storied history of a solid heavy music

ECMA last year, and it’s not the first bit of ECMA

speaks volumes on how “Newfoundland

scene. Both The Combine and Monsterbator

recognition Duane Andrews has received for his

music” is perceived now, ten years later. We’ve

are nominees; The Combine for nailing their

otherworldly ability to make every other guitarist

got representation on shortlists as eclectic

genre almost flawlessly and Monsterbator for

on the East Coast look like an amateur). Matt

as Electronic Recording of the Year (Rozalind

taking their genre in great new directions.

Byrne’s sophomore solo effort Hearts & Heroes

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL
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has secured him the likely title of Best New Solo

the Year for “Kintsukuroi,” and for their work

Trad Musician in Newfoundland ... as well as an

on that same song, frontman Tim Baker and

ECMA shortlisting for Solo Trad Recording of

guitar god Adam Hogan are up for Songwriter

the year.

of the Year. The Once’s other two awards are
for Folk Recording of the Year and Group

The Secrets, another local band, are up for

Recording of the Year. They’ve won that latter

Country Album of the Year, and are quite likely to

award before, in 2011, and the only thing better

win it given the rarity of their perfect Nashville

than winning once is winning twice – win once

country harmonies. They’re certainly meant to

and feel lucky, win twice and you’re doing

be singing together.

something right. Their ECMA nominations are
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None the Wiser
FOR FANS OF THIS
AMERICAN LIFE OR WIRETAP
None the Wiser is a monthly podcast that explores
one topic per episode by speaking to locals about this
theme. Episode 1: "Intimacy" and episode 2 "Awkwardness"
are now available at theovercast.ca

just one more blast of recognition in a year
OUR RISING STAR STATUS IS

that’s seen them land a serious record label

UNPRECEDENTED

deal, embark on an international tour, and

Three of five nominees in this year’s Rising

receive Juno nominations.

Star category are locals – an unprecedented
representation of locals in this category. Pop-

A TIMELY NOMINATION FOR SHERMAN

rocking radio stars Rocket Rocket Ship, Corner

DOWNEY AND THE BAND

Brook singer-songwriter Kim Harris, and Steve

Sherman Downey and the Ambiguous Case

Maloney and the Wandering Kind are the three

have had a good run these last five years,

artists. Neither Rocket Rocket Ship nor Kim

including notable recognition from the ECMAs.

Harris are strangers to award recognition,

They were up for both Group of the Year and

having earned multiple nods from Music NL and

Rising Star awards in 2011, for their debut, and

MusicNS respectively, and to call 2014 the Year

this year they find themselves shortlisted for

of Maloney is an understatement. In August he

Group of the Year once again. A win would be

received a whopping dose of love in the form of

particularly meaningful for Downey this year,

The Overcast’s public “Best of St. John’s” polls

as a fond memory of his time with the band. As

(6 wins and 2 runners-up). He earned multiple

of this winter’s solo tour with Matt Byrne, he

MusicNL award nominations, and won their

has decided to break away from the band and

Rising Star award, and was runner-up for the

carry on as a solo artist for the financial and

Borealis Music Prize. In short, if there was a

logistical practicality of touring, and to explore

shortlist or public poll he was eligible for this

the options available to solo artists. Of the

year, he was on it. Not bad for a debut; whether

nomination coming on the heels of this decision,

he wins or not he’s gone from rising to risen

he says “it's a great tribute to what we managed

star. Maloney, along with Heavyweather for

to accomplish in the five or six years we were

shooting it, are also nominated for the Fan’s

together, and I love that we have the nomination

Choice Video of the Year. (See!) Another local

to acknowledge the work we put into getting the

band, The Thymes, are also nominees for Music

music out there.”

Video of the Year for their rather original and
catchy song, and its catching video, “Lobotomy.”

AND WE’RE UP FOR 10 INDUSTRY

THREE NOMS A CHARM FOR THE ONCE &

The ECMAs also have a suite of industry awards,

HEY ROSETTA?

for which the following locals have been

AWARDS TO BOOT

It’s perhaps no surprise the two local

Live Sound Engineer, Kilbride Music for

this year are the internationally praised

Management, Tom Power for Media

and with three shortlistings apiece,

Despite more than 50 notable local releases
in the last year, there are no local bands up
for Album of the Year at the ECMAs. In fact,
there hasn’t been since 2012 (Hey Rosetta’s
Seeds and Ron Hynes’ Stealing Genius).
Below are some thoughts on this year’s
nominees for Atlantic Canada’s Album of the
Year. Best Guess: If Rich Aucoin doesn’t win
it, In-flight Safety will. Aucoin actually leads
this year’s nominations with a total of six.
IN-FLIGHT SAFETY’S
CONVERSATIONALIST (NOVA SCOTIA)
These Juno nominees and 5-time ECMA
winners could easily be dubbed the Arkells
of the East Coast, but that’s unfair for two
reasons: they’ve been around longer, and
they imbue the genre with a few more
layers of sonic depth. While in university,
these guys self-recorded a demo that David
Bowie caught wind of, and story goes Bowie
sent them an encouraging email which
made them take the band more seriously
than their academic careers. A choice that’s
paid off well. Conversationalist is a solid,
pop-peppered indie rock album they can
hang their hats on with pride.

nominated; Wallace Hammond for

bands with the most award nominations
veterans Hey Rosetta and The Once,

Album of the Year Nominees

Person of the Year, Fred’s Records
for Music Merchant, Chris Kirby for

it’s safe to say they’ll go home

Producer, Scott Hammond for Studio

with at least one trophy each

Engineer, The Blue Room for Studio

this year. They’re both up

of the Year, The Ship Pub for Venue

for the Fan’s Choice

of the Year, and 2 of 5 shortlistees in

Entertainer of the Year

the area of Graphic design are non-

award. Hey Rosetta

surprising locals Jud Haynes and DC

are also up for Song of

Design House.

JIMMY RANKIN’S BACK ROAD
PARADISE (NOVA SCOTIA)
The trouble here is that it all feels
manufactured to the point of lacking
the sincerity and originality the other 4
shortlistees have, but that’s more opinion than
criticism, because if written-for-radio hooks
and pop-leaning “country” are what he was
shooting for, he hit the bullseye. Rankin fans
certainly know all these words and love all
these songs, so, a successful album indeed.

OLYMPIC SYMPHONIUM’S
CHANCE TO FATE (NEW BRUNSWICK)
It’s a quiet, moody album, kept fresh
track to track as the band members swap
instruments and take turns singing. Their
sound feels a bit like someone put Great
Lake Swimmers & Michael Feuerstack in
a blender, and one clear strength is the
atmospheric mood and production value
courtesy of a man up for his own ECMA this
year (Joshua Van Tassel; Electronic Album of
the Year). Ultimately it’s a strong album they
can feel good about, but some listeners will
say there are better examples of the genre
in Atlantic Canada not on this shortlist.
RICH AUCOIN’S EPHEMERAL
(NOVA SCOTIA)
Rich is up for more awards than anyone this
year, and normally that speaks to some flaw
in the adjudication process, like not enough
submissions in certain categories, but that’s
not the case here. An album this original,
calculated, and bursting with life deserves
its excess of accolades at this year’s ECMAs.
SOHO GHETTO’S THOU
OR I OR BOTH (NOVA SCOTIA)
A young group of rock balladeers who wear
so many influences on their sleeve they
meld into a distinct sound that plays out
like a panoply of everything that’s happened
in North American music since the year
2000, though some tracks are marked by
throwbacks to yesteryears, particularly the
yearning of 80’s ballads. In short it’s the one
album on here you need to hear for yourself
to decide on.
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Celebrate
International
Poetry Month
by Buying One of These
New Poetry Books by Locals
The Academy of American Poets declared April
to be National Poetry Month back in 1996, and
the global, monthlong praise of poetry continues
to this day by encouraging municipalities,
businesses, and media to shine more light than
normal on poetry.

Conveniently, or rather intentionally in honour of Poetry
Month, local publishing house Breakwater Books have
released two great new books of poetry from two young
local poets, Shannon Webb-Campbell (Still No Word) and
Stephen Rowe (Geo Logics).

SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL’S
STILL NO WORD

Apologize before a
harvest moon. Set
right what can be set

Shannon Webb-Campbell is an award-

right and finally drop

winning poet, writer, and journalist, and the

what you couldn’t let

inaugural winner of Egale Canada’s Out in

go of. Hold your own

Print Award – for this very book. She was

hand, and kiss your

also the Canadian Women in Literary Arts

palms goodnight.

2014 critic-in-residence. Shannon’s poems
are so personal they become universal and

Love again, this

appeal to that core part of humanity we all

stranger in you. Set

share, by asking the questions we’ve all

a table for two and

asked, or sharing the experiences we’ve all

forget to blow out

lived through or will. Her collection explores

the candles before

the highs, lows, revelations, conflicts, and

bed. Burn down the

concerns we all have as living, breathing,

house and build anew.

beautifully broken adults. As Sue Goyette says
in her endorsement quote, “The we in Still No

STEPHEN ROWE’S GEO LOGICS

Word is tribal in reach.”
Stephen Rowe’s poetry has appeared in such
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@alllitupcanada

is canada’s poetry month
headquarters, all april long.
we’ll be featuring work from
both new and established poets
from all across canada, and
giving a form-al education
with our poetry primer series.
get poetic at www.alllitup.ca.

Sample Poem “Harvest Your Heart”

publications as CV2, Arc Poetry Magazine, The
Antigonish Review, and Riddle Fence. His first

When you arrive at this loneliness write a

collection, Never More There, was shortlisted

letter to each lover and examine what was

for the Newfoundland and Labrador Heritage

taken. Remind them with memories and

and History Award. Geo Logics “binds the

pinpoint subtle ways they touched you. Recall

impermanent to the permanent. With both

the way they buttered your toast and spread

an inquiry into loss and an inquiry into

your thighs.

reason, Rowe seeks a motivation capable of
accepting pain, and reveals the shadows of

Bring them to your tower, where you’ve

our temporary lives backlit by a radiant sense

been hiding since you left them, learning

of deep geologic time. These poems capture

and unlearning, doing and undoing, covering

our comings and goings in formally graceful

and recovering. Cup your hands over their

and chiselled verse.”

eyes and linger until anxiety turns to ease,
familiarity.

Sample Poem "Exhumation"

You know the years have worn on them;

To reach a hand through snow,

they’ve worn on you, too.

to push fingers into this dirt and pull you out,

Give them a moment to adjust, to take in

ascend the Mizzen at dawn, release your

the view. Ask them to bear witness to your

particles from stasis

shame, a transformation of pain, reclaimed.

to the elemental workings of Earth,

Tell them of the centuries you’ve spent
grieving. Give them, and yourself, mercy.

into that great flux of life once more.

Books

Holey Moley
There’s A
Beautiful Baloney
Cookbook ... and
it’s Just Won an
International
Award
It’s funny, yes, “The
Bologna Cookbook,” but
Kevin Phillips’ attractive,
high gloss cookbook
elevates Balogna — aka
The Newfie Steak — to
haute cuisine. You know,
as much as it can.
There’s 200 recipes broken down into
Breakfast, Lunch, Apps, and Suppers. It’s
the meat’s versatility that Phillips says he
fell for as a chef. “Although it is a humble
protein,” Kevin says, “creative minds
always seem to come up with meals fit
for royalty.”
Appetizers include: Bologna-wrapped
stuffed prunes with havarti; Bolognawrapped scallops with smoked oysters;
Dill pickle bologna spokes.
Are you hearing this? Are you
surprisingly intrigued, and getting a little
bit hungry? Would you have thought to
make Boloquitos for your next potluck,
or Basque eggs in a bologna basket for
breakfast?

APRIL 2015

football-shaped protein is beloved in this
province: Newfoundland & Labrador
accounts for one third of the country’s
consumption of bologna. That’s probably
not surprising, but maybe this is: we eat
462 million pounds of the stuff a year. So
it only makes sense there be an ultimate
cookbook for this popular protein.
Bologna stroganoff, bologna marsala
over quinoa, bologna alfredo. Buy
the book and change the way you
look at this mystery meat. You won’t
be alone, it’s made the Globe & Mail
bestseller list, and as of late March, it’s
an award-winning cookbook. For his
visionary cookbook, Kevin Phillips and
Flanker Press are the Gourmand World
Cookbook winners in the category of
“English Best Meat Cookbook. This win
also qualifies The Bologna Cookbook to
go on to the “Gourmand Best in the
World” competition.
The Gourmand World Cookbook Awards
were founded by Edouard Cointreau to
honour the best food and wine books.
The winner in each country goes on to
compete against winners in the same
category in other countries for the
Best in the World. The results will be
announced on Tuesday, June 9, 2015, at
the annual awards event taking place in
Yantai, China.
Kevin Phillips is an ex-military man from
Cape St. George. He served with the
Canadian Armed Forces for thirty-three
years, and all the while never forgot the
old Newfoundland recipes of his youth.
Immediately upon his retirement, he
began his new career as a chef. Phillips
has completed a certificate program in

graduated with
honours from
the culinary

The quality photos in this well-produced
book make it all look quite good, even
for those of us skeptical of this “meat.”
Whether it’s a guilty or guilt-free
pleasure, there’s no denying this pink

management
program at
Liaison College
in Oakville,
Ontario.
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Megan Coles'
$10,000 Winterset
Win Sets Award
Record
BY CHAD PELLEY

Not only did Megan Gail
Coles beat out two artistic
giants to win this year’s
Winterset Award (Michael
Crummey & Alan Doyle),
she is the first fiction writer
to win our province’s most
prestigious book award
with a debut book. (Those
saying “What about Kathleen
Winter’s boYs?” should know
that wasn’t her first book.)
This is a serious feat, worth the 10 grand
and then some: She’s set a record no one’s
ever going to take away from her, and if the
purpose of an award is recognition, then
being the author who took out Michael
Crummey & Alan Doyle to get that recognition
will undoubtedly crank the spotlight up some
considerable wattage.

his nose. Dunking my cellphone in his orange
juice ... I definitely don't want another.”
Another required feature of short stories is
for the language itself to shine and pop, line
by line, and hers does as well as anyone’s:
it’s vibrant, vivacious writing, and never
afraid to be desperately, daringly, achingly
human, which is the function of a short story:
is it capturing something about the human
experience? Every character in the book
has their problems, and that's something
this book highlights: we are all starved for
more ideal human connections, and we’re all
hungry for something just out of reach.
The flair of her writing makes the frailty of
human kind more fun than maudlin to read:
these stories are full of the snap, crackle, and
pop that keeps life -- and books -- interesting.

This was in no way a surprise win, however.
Anyone attuned to the local literary scene
has heard the 100% positive buzz about this
book. The month it was published, this very
paper ran the very enthused headline “A
Raving Mad Review of a Really Good Debut”
atop editor Chad Pelley’s review of the book.

Coles has the consistently strong and engaging
voice of a natural born writer, and with this
Winterset win, she joins the ranks of Michael
Winter, Kathleen Winter, Michael Crummey,
Ed Riche, Joan Clark, Russell Wangersky,
Kenneth J. Harvey, and other local fiction icons
and fellow Winterset winners, from whom we
all eagerly await new works.

Her linked collection of short stories, Eating
Habits of the Chronically Lonesome, nails
every aspect of what a good short story is and
does. Characters, for instance, are the crux of
this breed of lively, unrestrained short fiction,
and the cast in this book are endearing,
gut-busting, and memorably real. I mean,
we're talking about people who choose to
see robbing med school students as “class
readjustment” or a mother who does not like
her three year old “pervert” son. “Oatmeal in

Granted, we’ll have to wait a little longer for
Meg, maybe, as theatre gets a lion’s share of
her artistic time. Her background in theatre
might even be the source of the cinematic
flair in these stories. Funny, sexy, silly, and
serious, these stories sum up how absurd
and precious our life is. Don't miss this book
if you love fresh new Canadian short fiction,
which any CanLit connoisseur knows is our
country's specialty item.

baking arts from George Brown College
in Toronto. He also
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How To Waste Your
Life on the Web
PART 1 OF 12 BY LAUREN POWER

IFTTT
ifttt.com

A Year Long
Series on Ways
to Waste Time
Online

URBAN FORM
WITH EMILY CAMPBELL

For example, Julia expressed worries of her
neighbours overhearing an argument. What
if her neighbours judged her competence
as a mother because her kids haven’t been

Attached
Houses and the
‘In-Between’

outside to make tracks in the snow all week?
Although she lives in an attached house,
what Julia expresses is the same proverbial
“keeping up with the Joneses” which I
associate with a suburban lifestyle.
How then can we take advantage of the good

Any housing form is a result

parts of attached housing like the economic,

“If This Then That” (or IFTTT—rhymes with "gift") connects the

of its social, economic, and

environmental, and cultural benefits while

apps that you use, and cuts out the middle man (you). This free web-based service lets you

cultural context. The attached

automate simple tasks, such as "If someone tags a photo of me on Facebook, then save a

addressing concerns over privacy? Some,
myself included, would argue it has to do

copy of the photo and email it to me” or “If it’s going to snow tomorrow at 6:00am, send me

house in St. John’s is no

with a concept known by names such as

a text.” Want to get up with the sun? Your phone will ring 15 minutes before sunrise. The

exception. This housing type

Defensible Space (Oscar Newman, 1996) or

site was a simple start-up four years ago, but now it’s cross-platform capability is massive,

is very practical.

including everything from Facebook and Fitbit to your iPhone or Android. It’s easy to get
bogged down in all of the options, but the interface is slick and the process for setting up
automations is smooth and simple, which makes it easy to create your own automations
or use the thousands of ready-made user-created recipes.

USED TO BE A PIZZA HUT
usedtobeapizzahut.blogspot.ca
On his blog, Pittsburgh resident Mike Neilson posts user-submitted photos of former Pizza
Huts from all over the world, still marked by the signature trapezoidal “Red Roof” locations.
The former Pizza Huts have been repurposed into everything from an adult video store to
an evangelical church in Boynton Beach, FL (praise!). The “Red Roof” style was designed
by architect Richard D. Burke, and though Pizza Hut has discontinued the design, there are
still over 6000 standing. The architectural oddity can still be spotted throughout the world,
including atop the current home of LASIK MD on Torbay Road.

MY 80’S TV!

quite be defined as your private home (black,
owned) or public city space (white, shared) but

and operations, as there is less space for

lie somewhere in between, in a gray space like

warm air to escape in the winter. Building

the stoop in the photo. While the person living

homes closer together also means the cost of

in the home owns this stoop, it is physically

infrastructure such as roads, water, and power

and visually connected to the sidewalk.

are shared between more people. For me,
living in an attached home downtown means

These spaces mediate between the public

I can walk more and drive less. It’s healthier,

and private realm. An inhabitant can plant

cheaper, and more sustainable. I also love

a tree in their back yard to shield the street

the sense of community on my street. After

noise and views into their windows. Inside

the recent snow storms we all got out and

a home, bedrooms could be placed furthest

shovelled together. My neighbour Laura and I

away from the street. More public social

shovelled the cars out, while Francis took care

spaces, such as a living room or kitchen,

of the the sidewalk and stoops.

could be located adjacent to the street. With

and known in various contexts by different

In the era of HD on-demand everything, it’s nice to spend some time in the glow of cathode
ray tubes, marveling at the staticky reception of the televisions of yesteryear. My 80’s TV
culls the greatest selections of television from 1980-1989 (arranged by year), presented
in a lo-fi interface that looks like an old tube TV. Of course there’s cartoons, sitcoms, and
dramas, but there’s also commercials, music videos, and daytime TV, including old game
shows, soaps, news, and sports. Sure, all of the clips are already available on YouTube

names such as a row house, terraced house,
townhouse etc. The Roman Empire built
attached homes to simplify land-use and tax
collection. In medieval Europe, this dense (at
the time) housing form suited building on a
limited amount of land within a fortification

(pressing ‘Y’ opens a new window that brings you directly there), but when you change the

wall. St. John’s urban housing form is likely

channel on YouTube, you don’t get that satisfying “clack” as you turn the dial.

made up of attached buildings as it was a
familiar housing form of the British settlers.
Originally these people built a compact and
walkable town within a rugged landscape.

The Bull
Horn
Share your rants,
confessions, & more
theovercast.ca/bull-horn

I see this “in-between” as the spaces that can’t

Sharing walls can be cheaper for construction

This housing type has been used for centuries

my80stv.com

the “in-between” (Herman Hertzberger, 2009).

BOOST-HER JUICE

Today, the St. Johns urban fabric is still

Look Over Here: “If you’re that guy all about

largely composed of the same type of homes.

the banana whey every day at Booster Juice
on Torbay Road, well, I’m that gal who hopes you’ve noticed I’m

To get a better sense of what this housing

always in there too. And hopes you’ll say, Hello. Hopes you’ll say,

type means today, I interview people who live

Hey, I’m ‘X,’ and we should share this booster juice, here at your

in attached houses. Privacy, not community

table, get to know each other. Make this happen will you?”

or efficiency was the topic that came up most.

contemporary building technology it is easy
to achieve a sound (and smell) proof shared
wall. Other than preconceptions around
privacy, what’s stopping us from continuing
to build attached dwellings?

Lifestyles
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THE MOTHERLOAD
NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR BY EMILY DEMING

The Winter We
Got Called “Fat”
(and Warned
about Syphilis)

not), health does not equal Nirvana,
which is the ultimate goal here, right?
But our health is not great; blood
pressure, arthritis, diabetes, pain
national average. Our lifestyle choices
include high rates of smoking and

much authority that
this province has the
highest rate of sexually
transmitted infections
(STIs), the highest
obesity rate and the

that is about half the national average.
As far as actual happiness (“life
satisfaction”), we are about average.
I think you have heard this all before
and I am not dredging it up to re-shame
us or even to motivate us. I am here
to point out where this gets more
interesting: Our perception of ourselves.
Newfoundland has the second highest
“perceived health” and “perceived

highest happiness index

mental health” in Canada. We have the

in North America.

have, statistically, a strong sense of

I never checked this because I loved
that image too much to ruin it with
facts. I describe my Newhomeland to
people back in The States as “the fattest,
fuckingest, happiest place in the world!”
But after the Knausgaard Kerfuffle of
February 2015 (in which our massive
panties were bunched by one man
pointing out that there were fat people in
a Jungle Jim’s restaurant in St Anthony),
I decided to take off my rose-coloured
beer goggles and find out what we
actually are. For STIs, we aren’t even
in the top tier nationally for rates of
Chlamydia, Gonorrhoea, and Syphilis.
The myth that we have the highest rate
of HIV infection is also not true and
seems traceable to a fluke 40-person
outbreak in CBS between 1990-1995
that made national news.
What about obesity? Yes. We are the
most overweight. But the more relevant
question is, what ABOUT obesity?
Seriously. Fat does not equal poor
health, and even if it did (which it does

LOWEST perceived life stress. We also
community and belonging (behind only
Nunavut and the NWT).
So where does that leave us? Basically,
we are relaxed and unaware of our
failings. I would like to unscientifically
argue that is about as close to Nirvana
as we may get in this life and that our
drinking, comfort eating, and general bad
habits, are to thank. I have never been in
a place that cares less about what you do
and where you are headed or that cares
more about having a laugh. Is your career
just some shitty day job? Fair enough.
Is your finest goal a three-day-weekend
kitchen-party-snowboil? As it should be.
Are there things we could change and
fix and improve? Yes. but then, if we did,
we would lose the very jewel in our fat
crown: our outstanding ability
to turn our backs on ambition,
and laugh our drunk faces off
together as if we had not a care
in this miserable old world.
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VICKI MURPHY

Once Bitten,
Twat Shy.

and discomfort are all well above the

drinking, and vegetable consumption

I have been told with

WITH
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If my vagina were a person,
it would be Tiny Tim. (The
one with the crutch, not
the ukulele.) Leaning on its
little wooden cane, it peers
longingly out the window,
watching the other pussies
playing in the snow.
Poor bastard got a real going over when
Max was born. So I was determined to spare
it an encore of that crippling agony during
my dreaded second visit to the case room just
before Christmas. I decided to tell the medical
professionals how I wanted things to go this
time. It wasn’t set in stone, or even written
down, but I had… A BIRTH PLAN.
"Bah! Birth plan. Holy oxymoron. As if you
could plan the birth of a thing. Herd a few cats
while you’re at it." That was my attitude the
first time round. I burned the What to Expect
books and surrendered to the unpredictability
of childbirth. I was a rebel with a cooze.
Rookie move, and it cost my wookiee bush dearly.
It was my first time squeezing out a person so
I couldn’t possibly know what I was doing, but I
should have asked more questions. I should
have stressed my love of drugs. ALL THE
DRUGS. I should have questioned the nurse
when she advised me to wait a little longer for
the epidural. My cervix dilated so quickly it was too
late for so much as a Flintstones vitamin. What
in the actual fuck. What was the point in living in
these modern times when I’m giving birth like
Shakespeare’s mom?
I desperately needed a different outcome this
time, so I candidly shared my story with every
medical professional along the way. They
listened, and I listened back. There was a whole
lot of listening. And thank goodness, because
Tiny Tim's future sex tape was on the line.

the mystical mooncup vessel I soaked up like a
sponge. She recommended a local obstetrician
who was gracious and smart and thorough,
who responded with “absolutely” when
I managed to utter the words “birth plan.”
(Yes, a different ob-gyn from last time. You
are not bound to the same one. It’s amazing
how many women don’t know this.)
I went to the hospital with mild contractions.
After telling the good doctor how quickly
my labour progressed last time, she admitted
me instead of sending my ass home to give
birth in the car on the way back.
Then I met Robin – a Registered Nurse, midwife,
and delivery ninja who listened closely to my
childbirth nightmare and made it her mission to
prevent a recurrence. She made sure the resident
would be delivering, not the intern. No more
practicing on this old bobcat; I’ll take all the skills
for $300, please Alex. She also got the doctor’s
nod to administer the epidural, like, right the
fuck now. I was in active labour – why wait? Tom
Cruise was not my husband. Fuck Tom Cruise.
The anesthesiologist was a cranky pants, but he
got there quickly and hooked me up so good I
didn’t even feel the human skull sliding out of my
snatchbox twenty. Grumpy Gus was a god to me.
Before her shift ended, Robin carefully passed
the baton and the birth plan to the incoming
RN and Resident Vagina Whisperer. The course
would not change with the staff. The doctor
came in to say hello. She’d soon be elbowdeep in me, it was only right. Turns out she
saw me emcee a wedding last summer and I
was a riot. Tiny Tim was in good hands. I was
basically Beyoncé now.
Doctor Wozney used her wizard hands, and Nurse
Nicole used her pompoms. She could have coaxed
a tortoise out of its shell during a tornado. After
just 12 minutes of pushing, I was holding my
glorious baby girl. And Tiny Tim, no worse for
wear, would live to hobble another day.
Maybe the universe had mercy on me.
Maybe I was loose as a goose after the
emergence of Max’s magnanimous melon.
Or maybe things turned out well because,
this time, I also used THE LIPS ON MY FACE.
I gave a voice to my vadge.
Whatever. Let’s call it a Christmas miracle.

I had a friend in obstetrics whose knowledge of

God bless us, every one.
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townie

HORRIBLE
HOROSCOPES

Cross

ARIES (MAR. 21 – APR. 19)
Aries means “RAM,” which is exactly what
a Metrobus is going to do to you this month.
It won’t be gentle, either.

5 April Fools’
Jokes That
Went Horribly
Wrong

word

TAURUS (APR. 20 – MAY 20)
Someone close to you is going to go through their
jazz phase this month. Which will do more damage
to your nervous system than having an IV of bad
coffee jammed into your veins while strapped
against your will to an angry bull.

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

GEMINI (MAY 21 – JUNE 21)
I spy with my little eye, one little wounded
Gemini; not sure how, or not sure when,
but you’ll be hurting by April 10.
CANCER (JUNE 22 – JULY 22)
You’re going to have a great month, Cancer folk!
In fact, sunshine will shoot out of your ass. But
everyone around you is going to have a brutal
month, and you’ll become their object of jealous
rage. Everyone you love is going to turn on you,
through no fault of your own. Even Nan.

					ACROSS
			
2. A Newfoundlander
was recently stung by this kind of animal
LEO (JULY 23 – AUG. 22)
while travelling in South America.
Across
To date, all confirmed cases of local rabies have
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Radio Station WSNX once made a
woman prank call her husband, live
on air, to tell him “our son isn’t really
yours,” and for doing so, she’d win
them a pair of Kayne West tickets.
Naturally, he lost it, but to get back at
her, he confessed he’d been sleeping
with her sister for a year. That’s when
the radio host butted in, “Sorry, sir,
this has gone horribly wrong, you’re
live on air.”
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In 2001, a Hooter’s waitress was
told she’d win a Toyota if she sold
the most beer. She took the promise
The City of St. John’s is accepting submissions, beginning April 6,
very seriously and in fact sold the
to its annual Art Procurement Program. Digital submissions will be
most beer that night. But instead of a
received at Access St. John’s (First floor, City Hall, 10 New Gower
Toyota, she was given a Toy Yoda Star
Street, St. John’s) addressed Attn: Art Procurement from
Wars figurine. Her boss said, “April
Fools!” and she said, “I’m Suing!” And
Monday to Friday between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
she did and she won.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23 – OCT. 23) 7. There are this many local artists up for ECMAs this
This month you will fall into a pothole,April:
straight
Thirty-?
through time, and into another dimension populated
only by one million Matthew McConaugheys who all
talk in unison about Physics theories that make no
sense to you, or in general.
SCORPIO (OCT. 24 – NOV. 21)
Aw, damn: Combine the fates of Aries and Leos,
only, add more Metrobusses and foxes.
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22 – DEC. 21)
You’re going to accidentally hurt one of the
musicians in town for the ECMAs, and though it
was an accident, you’ll go down as a heartless,
careless villain. Even Mom won’t look at you the
same anymore, “How Could You! Who ARE you?”
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 – JAN. 19)
You will choke awkwardly and violently on a
piece of food in a very public place this month,
and because of recent changes to the Heimlich
maneuver, no one’s going to feel comfortable
stepping forward to help you.

City of St. John’s
Art Procurement Program

The deadline for receipt of submissions is
Monday, May 11, 2015 at 4 p.m.

For program guidelines and submission information,
please see the ‘Forms and Applications’ section of the City’s website,
phone (709) 576-8394 or e-mail arts@stjohns.ca

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20 – FEB. 18)
Downside: you will be the first recorded fatality
from an old hag dream, (she’s really just going to
go too far this time!). Upside: No one will ever take
that claim to fame away from you. Like, ever.
PISCES (FEB. 19 – MAR. 20)
A skeet is going to break into your house. And
that’s only the start of it. Because a second skeet
is going to break in a mere minute later, and a
serious fight will erupt as to who is entitled to your
TV: First Come First Serve, or Finders Keepers?
Expect to be caught in the middle of this very
heated debate and have your argument of, “HEY!
IT’S ACTUALLY MINE SO LEAVE IT ALONE!” not
even be taken into account.

In 2013, a woman in Tennessee
thought it’d be funny to call her sister
and say with panic, “Helen, I shot my
husband, I'm cleaning up the mess,
let's go bury him in Blackwater."
But her sister called another family
member for advice, and it wasn’t
a sibling who came running to this
woman’s door. It was the police. She
was taken into custody. Awkward.
In 2000, close to sixty people rushed
to a prison in Romania after reading in
a newspaper that all prisoners in the
jail would be released. Upon arriving
they were told “April Fools!”
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Redeemable daily until 7PM

“This is a great CD, well worth looking for.
Put it on and get your party started.”
- Dan MacDonald (Cape Breton Post)

Available In stores or on iTunes

Warner Music Canada’s
ECMA Roots Room
Featuring Duane Andrews and Craig Young
Breabach • Amelia Curran • Gordie MacKeeman
and His Rhythm Boys • Catherine MacLellan
Ross and Jarlath Trio • Ten Strings and a
Goat Skin • Tomato Tomato • Cedric Vieno

SATURDAY APRIL 11
7:30 PM - 1:00 AM

TH

Delta Hotel,
Avalon Ballroom

Get Your
Tickets Now
ticketpro.ca

